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We are not simply in the business of teaching music for
music's sake; we are using music as a tool, as a catalyst,
as a heZping agent.

A music program can, in fadt, facilitate and contribute
to the totaZ Zearning, the total adjustment, the totaZ
habilitation of the child.

Kenneth Medema

Director of Music and Creative Art Therapies

Essex County Hospital Center



Monday, April 5, 1971

8:30 9:30 a.m.

Registration and Sign:..up for "How-To-Sessions" .Main Lounge

Conference Host --Dr. Nathan Gottschalk, Chairnan, Music Department, SUNY Albany

--A continuous showing ef films relevant to special education and music is scheduled in Room 220
during conference hours.

The Special Education Instructional Materials Center, Room 120, 55 Elk Street, will hold an
open house on both days of the conference, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

--Commercial exhibits --displayed during conference hours --Lounge

9:30 a.m.

Conference Opening Session --Ballroom

Welcome -.Dr. A. Theodore Tellstrom Chief, Bureau of Music Education

Conference Overview --John A. Quatraro, Associate, Bureau of Music Education

Introduction of Speaker --Dr. Zelda Kaye, Chief, Bureau of Special Programs for the Handicapped

Opening Address -:"Perspectives on the Education of Children with Special Needs"

DT. Burton Blatt, Director, Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Syracuse University

10:45 -- 12:00 Noon

Session I

VISUALLY IMPAIRED --Room 315

"Music Resources for the Blind"

Mary Mylecraine, Music Reference Librarian, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped,
United States Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

"Recorded Aid for Braille Music"

Kenneth Medema, Director of Mnsic and Creative ATt Therapies, Essex County Hospital Center,
Cedar Grove, New Jersey

Chairman: Charles J. Trupia, Associate, Bureau of Music Education

MENTALLY RETARDEDBallroom

"Music Can Teach the Exceptional Child"
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Drs. Herbert and Gail Levin, Music Specialists for Special Education, with a student
demonstration group from Albany-Schenectady-Schoharie Counties BOCES

Chairman: Eugene J. Cunningham, Associate, Bureau of Music Education

EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED --Assembly Hall

"Music Means Movement --Creative Rhythms and Dance in Special Education"

Mrs. Elizabeth Polk, Dance Therapist, Long Island City, New York

Chairman: Sona Nocera, Associate Professor, Crane Department of Music, State University College,
Potsdam, New York

12:00 1:30 p.m.

Lunch Dutch 'Treat in Patroon Room or Cafeteria --Campus Center

Chairman: Richard Feldman, Project Director

1:30 2:45 p.m.

Session II

EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED .Assembly Hall

--"Group Activities in Music for the Emotionally Handicapped Child"

Mrs. Grace Nash, Music Specialist, Consultant and Publisher, Scottsdale, Arizona

Chairman: Charles Matkowski, Supervisor, Division for Handicapped Children

HEARING IMPAIRED .Room 315

--"Rhythmics Program for the Deaf"

Sister Rose Marie Brick, St. Mary's School for the Deaf, Buffalo, New York

Chairman: Bebe Bernstein, Supervisor, Bureau for Children with Retarded Mental Development, New York Ci

MENTALLY RETAPnED Ballroom

--"Practical Applications of Music for the Development of Learning Abilities and Basic Communication Skills
in Childrin with Mental, Physical, and Emotional Deviations"

Dr. Richard Weber, Professor of Music, Trenton State College, Trenton, New Jersey, with a student
demonstration group from Albany-Schenectady-Schoharie Counties BOCES

2:45 4:00 p.m.

Session III

Chairman: Conrad Hecht, Director of Special Education, Massapequa Public Schools, Massapequa, New York
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"How-To-Sussions" An exchange of ideas. Small group sessions designed to develop instructional units for
music in special education. Special interest group sign-up during registration.

4:00 7:30 p.m.

Leisure Time and Dinner

8:00 p.m.

Session IV Ballroom

Musical Program and Demonstration

Clinic Concert

Students from the New York State School for the Blind at Batavia --John E. Grapka, Director of Music;
Muriel K. Mooney, Henry A. Emmans, and Janet D. Fryling, Instructors

--"Androcles and the Lion," by Aurand Harris (adapted by Dorothy Dodd)

Students from St. Francis de Sales School for the Deaf in Brooklyn, directed by Dr. Dorothy Dodd,
with the assistance of Sister Mary Cleary and Sister Mary Ann Robertson

Chairman: Richard Feldman, Project Director

Tuesday, April 69 1971

9:15 10:30 a.m.

Session V

VISUALLY IMPAIRED-- Room 315

"Braille Music Reading"

Mrs. Muriel K. Mooney, Instructor of Music, New York State School for the Brnd, Batavia, New York,
with a student demonstration group from the New York State School for the Blind at Batavia

Chairman: Samuel Bozzella, Supervisor of Music, Bethlehem Central Schools, Delmar, New York

MENTALLY RETARDED Ballroom

"The Adaptability of Conventional Instructional Approaches in Music to Special Education Needs"

Mrs. Alleen L. Fraser, Rochester City School District, Rochester, New York

Chairman: Priscilla Ehrlich, Advisor, Education Development Center, Newton, Massachusetts

HEARING IMPAIRED -.Assembly Room

--"Programs in Dance and Choral Recitation for the Deaf"

Mrs. Blanche D. Baldwin, Teacher of SpelcA and Rhythm, and Mrs. Beverly Sacco, Teacher of Rhythm and

Accompanist, Rochester School for the Deaf, Rochester, New York, with a student demonstration group



from the Rochester School for the Deaf

Chairman: Leonard Zwick, Principal, Rochester School for the Deaf

10:30 11:45 a.m.

Session VI

SEVERELY MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED --Assembly Hall

"Musical Experiences for the Severely Multiple Handicapped Child"

Carol A. Matteson, Music Therapist, School of Special Education, Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center,
Greenfield, New Hampshire

Chairman: Robert Fischer, Project Director, SEIMC for Rockland County, New York

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED AND BRAIN INJURED Ballroom

"Music Makes Me Move -.Reaching the Emotionally Disturbed and Brain Injured Child"

Ruth Christiansen, BOCES, Third Supervisory District of Suffolk County, Dix Hills, New York, with a
student demonstration group from BOCES, Third Supervisory District of Suffolk County

Chairman: Theodore Kurtz, Associate, Division for Handicapped Children

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS Room 315

"Music as Therapy for Children with Communication Disorders"

Mrs. Theoda Vera Moretti, Music Therapist and Director of Music, W.E. Fernald State School,
Waverly, Massachusetts

Chairman: Mary English, Professor of Music and Coordinator of Vocal Music Education, State
University College at Potsdam

11:45 1:15 p.m.

Lunch -.Dutch Treat in Patroon Room or Cafeteria --Campus Center

Chairman: Richard Feldman, Project Director

1:15 2:30 p.m.

Concluding Session --Ballroom

--"Music in Special Education" --An Overview

Dialogue -.Conference Consultants wlth Audience Reaction

Moderctor --Sona Nocera, Associate Professor of Music, State University College, Potsdam, New York

Chairman: John A. Quatraro, Associate, Bureau of Music Education
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Foreword
One of the chief characteristics of education in New York State has been the effort to guarantee to every child the

opportunity for an education of the highest quality that will enable him to become "all he is capable of being."

The aim is noble, but its ill realization --especially for the handicapped child --has yet to be achieved. To a

large extent, progress has been hindered by inadequate preparation of teachers and a dearth of readily available re-

sources. In music, for example, relatively few teachers are equipped with expertise both in the subject and in the needs

and capabilities of handicapped children. As a result, the special education teacher is often faced with teaching a sub-

ject in which his knowledge is limited, and/or the music teacher must modify his work to accommodate learning patterns

and modes of expression that are sometimes quite different from those he observes in his regular classes. The experience

is a growing one for both; but it is also difficult, and there is little by way of supportive material to help.

On April 5-6, 1971, the State Education Department moved to resolve the problem. Cosponsored by the Division for

Handicapped Children and the Division of the Humanities and the Arts, the first Statewide conference on The Role of

Music in the Special Education of Handicapped Children brought together teams of music teachers and department heads,

and special education teachers and administrators, to work with nationally recognized consultants in music and special

education. Nearly a year was spent in preparation. Each consultant was asked to develop a few instructional units ac-

cording to a model designed in the Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development and adapted for music in special education

by Associate Professor Sona Nocera of the Crane Department of Music, State University College at Potsdam, New York. As

indicated on the following pages, each of these units includes a general goal, a series of behavioral objectives designed

to achieve the goal, and a number of kerning experiences and accompanying resources intended to help children with par-

ticular types of handicaps to experience music for the purpose of:

Learning about music per se;

Moeting specific physical, emotional, or psychological needs, and/or

Motivating and providing alternative ways of learning in other subject

areas (e.g., the language arts).

Every participant received a set of units for each of the meetings he attended; observed a lecture-demonstration of at



least one of the items in the set (in many cases with on-the-scene student groups); had an opportunity to question the

consultants both during their presentations and later in special workshop sessions; and left the conference with tangible

materials and the beginnings of a team effort to implement effective programs for music in the special education of handi-

capped children in his own school or district.

The confersnce was conceived and developed by John A. Quatraro, Bureau of Music Education, with continued support

from Zelda Kaye, chief of the Bureau of Special Programs for the Handicapped, and particular assistance from Eugene J.

Cunningham and Charles J. Trupia, associates in the Bureau of Mimic Education. Richard Feldman of Bethlehem Central

High School was the project director; and Nathan Gottschalk* chairman of the Music Department, State University of New

York at Albany, served as host. The report of the conference proceedings was prepared for publication by Rita A. Sator,

Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development, and is available without charge from the Publications Distribution Unit,

State Education Department, Albany, New York 12224.

Raphael F. Simches Vivienne N. Anderson

Assistant Director, Director,

Division for Handicapped Children Division of the Humanities and the Arts
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The instructional units included herein were prepared

pursuant to a consultant appointment with the Division for

Handicapped Children, New York State Education Department.

Consultants preparing such units under Department sponsor-

ship were encouraged to express their professional judgments

freely in the conduct of the conference. Points of view or

opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily represent of-

ficial State Education Department position or policy.



Ruth Christiansen
BOCES - Third Supervisory District of
Suffolk County
Dix Hills, New York

Goal: Enhancement of self-image

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturbed
Learning Disabilities

Primary
Intermediate

Brain Injured
Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
a knowledge of the
names of the violin
strings.

The student demonstrates
the ability to pluck
the strings of a violin.

The student demonstrates
correct bow position.

The student demonstrates
the ability to do
legato or "smooth bow"
bowing.

The student demonstrates
the ability to do
staccato bowing on
"stop bow."

Have the children sing,
"This is Daddy G;
This is Mama D;
This is Brother A; and
This is Sister E."

Have each child place his violin on "the shelf made just for
violinists" (the collarbone or clavicle) and then pluck each
string four times, doubling on the E.

Have the children memorize and sing a "bowing commercial" such
as the following:

"Bend your thumb,
Curve your pinky,
Let your fingers fall --

Chat Chat Cho:"

Have the children run through open string drills. Then have
them play smooth bow on AE,creating their first double stop.
Involve the children in an immediate esthetic experience by
accompanying their efforts with a piano rendition of "Irish
Jig."

Have the children play smooth bow on one violin string. Then

play any familiar round at the same time and they will follow.

Have the children play open string cycles, using "stop bow."
Then have them play stop bow on the G string alone while you
accompany them on the piano with "The Syncopated Clock."
Finally, teach them stop bow and tremolo on open G, accompany-

ing their efforts with "Spook Song" on the piano.

3

A violin for each child

"Irish Jig"

"The Syncopated Clock"

"Spook Song"



Objective Learnin Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to do
spiccato or "bouncy
bow" bowing.

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
the "first finger."

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
"all fingers."

The student demonstrates
the ability to play a
major scale.

Have the children play open string cycles, using spiccato bow-
ing. Then have them play "bouncy bow" on the D string while
one of their classmates plays d minor third on the piano.

Have the children sing "I can play my violin just as well as
teacher can," and then sing and play at the same time.

Have the children sing "Going up and coming down," and then
sing and play simultaneously.

Involve Cho chjidren in a rote reading exercise such as the
following:

AAAA 2222 3333
EBEH 1111 2222 3333

The ailegro eras Monti's
Csardde



Ruth Christiansen

BOCES - Third Supervisory District of
Suffolk County
Dix Hills, New York

Goal: Reinforcement of perceptual motor skills (directionality)

Objective Learning Expet.*ience

Emotionally Disturbed
Brain Injured

Primary
Intermediate

Learning Disabilities
Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to maintain
a basic beat by alter-
nating left and right
strokes.

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
"street beats."

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
rhythmic patterns.

The student demonstrates
the ability to create
his own rhythmic
patterns.

Begin basic rhythm patterns by focusing the children's atten-
tion on left and right. Make sure that they begin each pattern
with a left stroke.

Demonstrate Street Beat #1 and ask the children to imitate
your performance.

Demonstrate Street Beat #2 in the same manner, and then have
the children sing a song like the following as they work on
directional drills:

"I play my drum with my right, right, right;
I make a sound which is out of sight."

Demonstrate Street Beat #3 in the same manner, and then have
the children play all three street beats, followed by a roll-
off. A selected group of children might perform to a selection
such as "On Wisconsin."

Have the children listen and respond to music with different
rhythmic patterns (e.g., waltzes, marches, Latin American
dance music, jazz selections). Then have them accompany the
recordings with rhythm' patterns played on a variety of musical
instruments.

Have the children listen to a number of songs with different

rhythm patterns and either sing or accompany them with rhythms
played on a variety of instruments. Then encourage them to
create new patterns of their own.

"The Bridge on the River
Kwai," "The Caisson Song,"
"Anchors Aweigh," and
"The Marines Hymn"

Rhythm instruments such as
parade drums, bongo drums,
etc. and rhythmic patterns
with which the children can
easily cope

"On Wisconsin"

Recorded music in a variety
of rhythmic patterns

Appropriate selections such as
"Tijuana Taxi," "Lemon Tree
Marianne," "Swanee River,"
"Carolina," "Dixie," etc.



Ruth Christiansen
BOCES - Third Supervisory District of
Suffolk County
Dix Hills, New York

Dal: Enhancement of self-image

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturbed
Brain Injured
Learning Disabilities

Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
"Gyp C" and "Gyp G"
chords on a guitar.

The student demonstrates
the ability to accom-
pany himself on a
guitar as he sings.

The student demonstrates
the ability to play an
authentic G chord.

Using a 0 motion, teach each student how to strum a guitar.
Then have him place one finger for the C chord pattern and play
a "Gyp C" chord. Repeat the procedure for a "Gyp G7" chord.

NUM
MEM.=Eton
C chord "Gyp G7" chord

Then encourage him to play selections such as "Spanish Dance"
which include both the C and G chord tonalities.

Distribute copies of the words and music to such songs as "He's
Got the Whole World in His Hand," "Lemon Tree," or Marianne"
with chord changes clearly indicated --and teach the students
to sing and play them. Select songs that include tonic and
dominant chord progressions, if possible; but remember that
exceptional children need to experience immediate results. For
added color, one or another of the members of the class might
play bongo drums, a tambourine, etc. to accompany the music of
the guitars.

Teach the students the proper techniques for playing a G chord
and for reading the chord diagrams in music for a guitar. For
example, the G chord diagram looks like this:

G chord

Play as much music as possible based on the tonic chord under
consideration --in this case, G; in the next, D7. By now the

students should readily understand how to play original melo-

dies which include only tonic chordal tones, and some theory
can be introduced.

Selections from country and
western music which in-
clude only the C chord
tonality

"Spanish Dance"

The words and music for appro-
priate selections from
calypso music, show tunes,
folk music, and nonsense
songs



Ob ective Learnin Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play a
D7 chord.

The student demonstrates
the ability to play I
IV V chord progressions
using authentic G, Gyp
C, and D chords.

The student demonstrates
the ability to par-
ticipate in a hootenanyi

"Camptown Races" is an excellent song to introduce the D7
chard, because the chord change occurs on the words "Doo Dah"
and the children seem to comprehend it immediately.

D7 chord

Have two students play any bass line sequence they have learned
before, in the manner of folk guitarists playing rock chord
progressions. The students should now be able to play rock'n
roll chord progressions and can move independently at their
own levels of learning.

Help the students to organize and present a hootenany:

- Include a variety of selections and instruments,
including some from Latin America.

- Thoroughly familiarize the students with the words
to all the songs.

- Make sure that charts are available for the chord-
ing on all the songs, or that the students are
able to rely on hand signals for chord changes.

7

"Camptown Races"

Appropriate selections such
as "This Land Is YOUT
Land," "What the World
Needs Now," "Sugar,"
"Georgie Girl," "Let the
Sun Shine In," etc.
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Elizabeth Polk

39-48 46th Street
Long Island City, New York

Goal: Improvement of the ability to listen and to respond rhythmically

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturl
Learning Disabilit'

PrimarY

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to produce
and respond -4..o basic

rhythms.

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to locomotor rhythms in
a variety of tempi.

Play the "talking drum" game. With the children sitting in a
circle on the floor, introduce the "talking drum." Then say
your first name aloud and beat its rhythm on the drum. Have
the children clap their hands to your beat and repeat your name
as you "play" it. Then pass the drum to each child and have
him perform in the same manner with his own name. Encourage
the children to find different ways of responding to the rhythm
(e.g., beating the floor, other parts of their bodies, sticks,
or other implements).

With the children standing in a circle, say aloud both your
first and last namepagain beating it on the drum as you do so.
As before, have the children repeat your name and clap to its
rhythm. Then have each child take a turn in beating the drum
to his own first and last name as the rest of the class claps
and repeats the name in rhythm.

Encourage the children's creativity by finding new waysto sound
the rhythms (e.g., jumping, stamping, snapping fingers), and
using combinations of more than two names or the names of holi-
days such as Thanksgiving Day or Columbus Day.

Have the children stand in a circle ready to walk. Then ex-
plain that the drum talks, saying, "Step, step, step ... stop,"
Beat the drum for each step.

- Beat an even walking beat and stop with an accentuated
beat. Have the children respond by walking in time to the
beat. When the beating stops, the movement should stop.

- Beat the drum faster and faster, stopping again with ac-
centuated beat. Have the children respond, running in
time to the beat. When the beating stops, the movement
stops.

9

A large drum

A large drum



Objective Learning Experience

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to pauses in music
with immobility.

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to melody changes with
changes in patterns of
movement.

IIMENIONi
Resource

- Beat the drum with alternately walking and running tempi,
changing frequently, and have the children respond by
walking and running in time to the beat. Ask the class to

pay close attention to changes of tempi.

Play "Stop the Wfusie. or 'Med Light, Green Light." Have the

children stand in a circle, ready to walk. Then play recorded
walking music or similar music on a piano, stopping suddenly

and starting again. (rhe children should not be able to an-

ticipate when the music will stop.) Have the children walk to

the beat, stopping sharply when the music stops and walking

again when the music starts.

Use recorded music or play "running" music on the piano and

stop suddenly. Hold a long pause, then start playing again and

stop again. Repeat. Have the children respond by running in

time to the music. On the first stop, have them balance on one

leg. On the next, have them balance on the other leg. On the

third stop, have them balance on two hands and one leg, and so

OA.

To encourage the children's creativity, have them experiment to

find new positions for all pauses in the music (e.g., standing

on all fours, standing in crab fashion, kneeling).

Seating arrangement: Two rows of chairs, spaced apart, facing

each other.

Sing "Jingle Bells" with the class, pointing out the change of

melodies. Then give each pupil a set of little bells, and ask
him to shake the bells rhythmically for the first part of the

song. On "Dashing Through the Snow," have the children get up
and dash away, leaving the bells on their seats. As soon as

"Jingle Bells" (the first part of the song) is repeated, the

pupils should return to their chairs and shake their little
bells rhythmically again.
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A piano

A record player

Appropriate recordings, such
as "Teddy Bear's Picnic,"
from Elizabeth Polk's
Orchestrated Maio for
Speo;al Children --Popular
and Folk runes for Dancing
and! Rhythmic Movements
(bctor Records), Vol. I,
HLP-4074, side 2, band 7

Appropriate selections such
as "Town Without Pity,"
from Elizabeth Polk's
Orohestrated Music for
Special Children . . .

(Hoctor Records), Vol. II

Chairs

Small bells

Appropriate recordings such
as "Jingle Bells," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orohes-
trated Music for Special

Children . . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. II



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to combine
varied locomotor
rhythms with a con-
trolled beat.

Vary the activity by playing other songs with A-B structure,
using a similar approach with other simple instruments.

Have the children listen to an appropriate recording and move
to the different locomotor rhythms mentioned (walking, running,

skipping, etc.). When there are pauses, have them stand still

and count out three knocks.

To encourage the children's creativity, have them find three

other words to substitute for "Knock, knock, knock" (e.g.,
"Let Me In," "Come and Play"), and experiment with different

ways of knocking to the beat of three.

Vary the preceding ac fity by using other, equally appropriate

songs with piano accompaniment.

11

"A Visit to My Little Friend"
(The Children's Record
Guild) CRG 1017

Piano accompaniment



Elizabeth Polk
39-48 46th Street
Long Island City, New YOrk

Goal: Improvement of musical awareness and motor coordinittion

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionalty Disturbe
Learning Disabilitie

Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to contrasting pitch
and dynamics with ap-
propriate body move-
ment.

The student demonstrates
the ability to lead a
group in responding to
changes in rhythm and
melody.

With the members of the class seated, have them listen while
you improvise high, low, and in between sounds as well as
ascending and descending scales on the keyboard. Then ask them
to identify the differences in pitch (high - low) and dynamics
(loud soft).

With the children standing in a circle, have them improvise
movements for high, low, middle, loud, and soft sounds as you
play the piano. For example, they might stand tall, stretch
their arus high, bend their knees, lie on the floor, jump heav-
ily, or tiptoe lightly in response to the sounds.

Suggested imagery: going down like a Jack-in-the-box and pop-
ping up again; climbing a ladder up and up and falling down,
etc.

Seating arrangement: a row of chairs with a chair for the
leader facing the others.

With the children seated and facing you as the first leader,
sing a song such as."Bingo" with them, accompanying the song by
clapping your hands and kicking your legs rhythmically until
the refrain spells out B-I-N-G-0. Then:

- On the first sustained sound of the letter B, stand up
and stretch your arms high over your head.

- On the letter I, sit down with your arms down.

- On the letter N, stand up.

- On the letter G, sit down.

- On the final letter, 0, stand up again.
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A piano

Chairs

A record player

An appropriate recording such
as "Bingo," from Elizabeth
Polk's Orchestrated Music
for Special Children--
Popular and Folk Times for
Dancing and Rhythmic Move-
ments (Hoctor Records)
Vol. I, HLP-4074, side 1,
band 4



Objective Learnin Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to dance
with a partner, sing-
ing and coordinating
arm and leg movements.

The student demonstrates
a knowledge of left
and right.

The student demonstrates
the ability to move
freely in space in
response to music.

Have the class imitate your actions.

Encourage each child to take his turn as leader and to create
new movements which are both appropriate for the letter and
simple enough to be imitated by the group.

Have the children stand in a circle. Then choose one child as
a partner to demonstrate partnering, and have the other chil-
dren choose partners of their own. Encourage them to experiw
ment with a variety of ways of holding each other with one and
with both hands. Then dance a simplified folk dance with them,
using a selection such as "Bingo."

- Have each partner hold the other's inside hand with his
own as they walk around the room singing, "There was a
farmer who had a dog, and Bingo was his name." The line
repeats.

- On the line "B-i-n-g-o, B-i-n-g-o, B-i-n-g-o, and Bingo
was his name," the partners turn to face each other, hold
both hands, and skip or move around in a small circle.

- On the sustained sound of B, they stand still and shake
each other's right hand.

- On I, they shake each other's left hand.

- On N, they shake each other's right hand again.

- On G, they shake each other's left hand again.

- And on 0, they hug each other.

Encourage the children to experiment with open, spatial move-
ments in response to music. For example, they might use bal-
loons, paper streamers, or squares of light fabric in activ-
ities such as the following:

- In response to the lilting 3/4 rhythms of Brahms' "Waltz
in A Flat," the children might toss, catch, and/or balance
balloons in creative fashion.
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Same as above

Balloons

A recording such as Brahms'
"Waltz in A Flat," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orches-
trated Maio for Special
Children . . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. I, HLP-4074,
side 2, band 9



Objective Learning Experience Resource

Me student demonstrates
the ability to follow
the tempo, rhythm, and
melody line of a musi-
cal story.

- In response to the rhythms of "So, What's New?," the
children might toss balloons into the air andlounce them
with various parts of their bodies (e.g., heads, elbows,
knees, hands, feet) in coordinated fashion.

- In response to the rhythms of "Beautiful Ohio," the chil-
dren might experiment by making designs on the floor and
in the air with colored paper streamers. For example,
they might swing the streamers to the strains of "Beauti-
ful Ohio," turning themselves around as they do so and
developing waltz movements. Have them follow the motion
of the streamers with their eyes and bodies.

- In response to the tempo, rhythm, and melody line of a
musical story, have the children experiment with move-
ments using scarves or squares of lightweight fabric.

Later, the children might dance to the music, responding
creatively to the various locomotor rhythms.
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Balloons

Appropriate recordings such
as "So, What's New?,"
from Elizabeth Polk's
Oroheetratedfteio for
Speoial Children . . .

(Hoctor Records), Vol. II

Paper streamers

Appropriate recordings such
as "Beautiful Ohio," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orohee-
trated Music? for Speoial
Children . . . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. I, side 1,
band 3

Scarves or squares of light-
weight fabric

Appropriate recordings such
as "My Playful Scarf"
(Young People's Records),
#I0012



Elizabeth Polk
39-48 46th Street
Lang Island City, New York

Goal: Development of total motor response to music

Ob ective Learnin Ex'erience

Emotionally Disturbec
Learning Disabilities

Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to re-
spond naturally to
the specific qual-
ities of locomotor
rhythms.

Have the students participate in such activities as the follow-
ing:

- Marching

With the class seated in a row, Nay a recorded version
of "The Yellow Rose of Texas." Then have each child take
a turn in marching straight forward, turning at the end
of the phrase, and marching back to his seat, as the rest
of the class claps a marching beat.

Vary the activity by having the first child march straight
forward, turn at the end of the phrase, and march back to
the row where the next child joins him. Then both chil-
dren march forward, turn at the end of the phrase, and
march back to the row where a third child joins them. The
performance is repeated until the whole row marches for-
ward and back in line formation. All sit down together at
the end.

- Galloping

Seating arrangement: chairs in a circle with their backs
toward the center.

Play a recording of "Pony Boy" and have the children sit

facing the center, in riding fashion, holding on to the
back of the chair, Then have them respond to the rhythm
of the music by bouncing in place and moving both torso
and shoulders.

With the children seated, demonstrate a galloping stv by
selecting a pupil as a partner, facing him, holding both
his hands, and sliding first to one side and then to the
other. By repeating this movement and turning the body in
the direction of the slide, the basic galloping step
develops.
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Chairs

An appropriate recording such
as "The Yellow Rose of
Texas," from Elizabeth
Polk's Orchestrated ftsio
for Special Children -
Popular and Polk TUnee
for Dancing and Rhythmic
Movements (Hoctor Records)
Vol. I, side 1, band 1

Chairs

An appropriate recording such
as "Pony Boy," from
Elizabeth Polk's Cliches-
trated Music for Speoiat
Children . . . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. I, side 1,
band 2



Objective
Learnin Ex erience

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to produce
different sounds on
varied instruments and
to respond with appro-
priate movements.

Have the children gallop around in a circle with their
arms forward and their entire bodies moving rhythmically.

. Bopping and Skipping

Distribute hoops to the children and allow them ample time
to experiment. Then ask them to place the hoops in a row
on the floor, and have them take turns hopping in each
hoop with one foot a few times and then stepping into the
next hoop and hopping in it with the other foot.

Play a recording of "Alley Cat" and have the children hop
and skip to the rhythm of the music, moving from one hoop
to the other.

Demonstrate a variety of instruments to the seated class. Then
have each child take a turn experimenting with each instrument
-.holding it, playing it, and listening to it.

Encourage the children to express the quatity of the differentsounds in movement as they play.the instrument. For example,
they might:

- Shake their bodies all over as they shake maracas.

- Extend their arms after clashing cymbals.

- Shake and hit the tambourine with all parts of their
bodies, jumping and moving quickly.

Have individual children demonstrate their "maracas dance" or
"cymbal dance" or "tambourine dance" for the class.

While the children are sitting in a circle formation on the
floor, play a lively folk dance record. Then stand in the
center of the circle, playing a tambourine and moving rhyth-
mically as the children clap their hands to the rhythm of the
music. At the end of the phrase, pass the tambourine to a
child, who then takes your position. Have him play the tam-
bourine and dance until the end of the phrase as the rest of
the class claps. Have earh child take a turn in performing
until the "finale," when all the children jump up, clapping and
dancing rhythmically.
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Large plastic hoops

An appropriate recording such
as "Alley Cat," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orches-
trated Maio for Special
Children . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. I, side 1,
band 6

A variety of instruments, such
as maracas, tambourines,
cyMbals, etc.

A taMbourine

An appropriate recording such
as "Korobushka," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orches-
trated Music for Special
Childften . . . (Roctor
Records), Vol. II



Objective Learnin9 Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
rhythm instruments as
an ensemble, respond-
ing to changes in
rhythm with different
patterns of movement.

The student demonstrates
the ability to dance
with a partner to
changing rhythms.

Divide the class into three groups and give a different type of
rhythm instrument to each group. Then play a recording of
music with three distinct parts, and have the children listen
carefully to each part. Later, "conduct" them as a mock orches
tra, having the children with drums accompany the first part,
the children with bells accompany the second, and the children
with tambourines accompany the third. As a variation to the
activity:

- The children with drums might march for the first part and
sit for the second and third;

- The Children with bells might dance and swing fur the
second part, and sit for the other two; and

- The children with tambourines might dance and kick for
the third part, and sit for the first and second.

Have the children exchange instruments so that everyone has an
opportunity to move to each of th, three sections.

Have the children choose partners and stand in a circle for-
mation. Then play a simplified folk dance and have them per-
form in the following manner:

- The partners hold inside hands and march with dignity to
the first part of the music.

- The partners turn to face one another, hold both hands,
swing their arms from side to side, and sway to tha second
part.

- The partners hold inside hands again and move forward,
kicking their legs to part three of the music.

Repeat the entire dance.
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Rhythm instruments, such as
tambourines, melodic bells,
and drums

An appropriate recording, such
as "Masquerade," from
Elizabeth Polk's Orches-
trated! Music for Special
Ch34ren . . . (Hoctor
Records), Vol. 11

An appropriate recording, such
as "Masquerade" listed
above
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Grace Nash
P.O. Box 1753
Scottsdale, Arizona

Goal: Maximum self-development

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturbec
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to coordi-
nate two behaviors.

Using "Pease Porridge Hot" or another familiar rhyme, have the
children:

- Clap a beat and speak the words of the rhyme.

- Outline the phrases by speaking the words and
clapping every fourth beat overhead.

- Speak the words and clap only where there are no words.

- Speak the words and clap only on particular words
(e.g., pease, some, hot, cold, pot:, ad).

Have the children move to the tonebar instruments (two children
to each instrument) and pick up two mallets apiece, one in each
hand. Help them to locate the tonebars for C and G and then
ask them to play the two bars simultaneously (three tries).

Using the set of four beats in Pease porridge hot, have the
children:

- Count to four,

- Play the C and G bars on the first beat of each
set of four beats, and

- Cross their mallets above their instruments on
the other three beats.

If necessary, establish the beat and meter by pulsing four
beats and/or saying the words, "Play, cross, cross, Cross."

When the children can perform the four-beat pattern with some
degree of success, have them say the words of the rhyme and
accompany themselves with the four-beat pattern on the tonebars

Vary the texture of the sound and the experience by having one
of the students play the accompaniment on alternate C and G
tympani.
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"Pease Porridge Hot" and
other heritage rhymes
from Grace Nash's Music
With Children, Series I
(Swartout Film Productions
Scottsdale, Arizona) film
and instruction guide

Specially designed tonebar in
struments with removable
tonebars so that certain
tones can be removed, thus
facilitating performance
with mallets:

Soprano, alto, and bass
xylophones

Soprano and alto bells
(metal alloy tonebars)

Soprano and alto
glockenspiels

Tuned tympani and other
small percussion instru.,
ments

These items provide four con-
trasting textures and four
registers ofsound for
sensitivity training.



OVective Learnin Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to listen
attentively while co-
ordinating two
behaviors.

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing
different sequences and
to control his singing
voice by following
specific hand signals.

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing the
same rhyme in a variety
of ways, using only two
tones.

Encourage each child to listen to the total sound, and play no
louder than the child on either side. Does each instrument
sound its best, yet form a part of the whole?

Have the children build an ensemble accompaniment to the rhyme:

- The drums begin.

- On the third measure, the tonebar instruments join them.

- On the fifth measure, the children begin to recite the
rhyme and add the triangle where there are no words.

Through experiences of this type, the children learn to listen,
play an instrument, and speak --all at the same time --in an
ensemble composed of different registers, textures, and
rhythmic content.

Devise a hand signal and a vocal sound for each of two common
pitches. E.g.,

- so: hand perpendicular, like a wall, with the
thumb lying on top --"yoo"

- mi: hand parallel, like a floor, with the thunb
beside it --"hoo"

Teach the children to make these signs with their hands as they
sing the sounds "yoo" and "hoo" for the pitches so and mi, and
have them practice the procedure in a variety of ways until
they can successfully coordinate the proper sounds, signals,
and pitches.

Appoint a volunteer to lead the group, changing as often as
there are volunteers and encouraging each leader to try new
sound combinations.

Have the children sing a familiar rhyme such as "One, Two, Tie
My Shoe" on two tones only, with appropriate hand signals. En-
courage them to try different patterns (e.g., singing the
numbers on so and the word on mi; alternating one so, one mi;
three so's followed by three mita).

Then have the children select one of the patterns and build an
accompaniment for the rhyme on the instruments. Those who
don't play an instrument might accompany their singing with a
partner clapping game.
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"One, Two, Tie My Shoe," from
Grace Nash's MUsio With
Children, Series



Grace Nash
P.0. Box 1753
Scottsdale, Arizona

Goal: Improvement of muscular coordination and concentration

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturbed
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to rhythnic directions
which involve opposing
concepts of time and
space.

The student demonstrates
the ability to coordi-
nate rhythmic action
with rhythmic speech
in an ensemble.

Have the children respond first to the worde of a verse and
then to the eound levels of a slide whistle as directional cues
to space and time:

I stand up quick --just right, just so,
And slowly sit like sunsets glow --

Then slowly rise and turn around--
Then quickly I just sit back dram.

- How high is the ceiling? (reach on tiptoes)
How low is the floor? (bend down)
How out are the oceans? (arms spread wide)
How in is a pin? (arms and body held inward)

Then give the children directional cues for up, down, fast,
and slow by making appropriate sounds on the slide whistle.
Ask the children to follow these "directions."

When the children respond easily and accurately to the word and
sound cues to tempo and directionality, vary the experience by
having them respond to alternate pairs (e.g., up-down, in-out,
fast-slow) or other combinations.

Have the children choose partners and respond to the key words
while facing each other. In a game-like atmosphere, one might
lead and the other follow; one might follow the directional
cues and the other do the opposite; or they might respond to
the cues in the same manner.

Using a selection such as the following, have the children
speak the words and perform the actions described by the words:

Riddle, riddle, riddle Ree,
Do what l' do after me:
Sway , sway .,

Touch your toes, touch your nose,
Round in a circle each one goes.
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nut) and Down," "Stand and
Sit," and "Contrasts in
Space," from Grace Nash's
Verses and Movement

A slide whistle

Two tuned tympani toms
(children's drums) and
a rhythmic canon such as
"Riddle Res," from Grace
Nash'sbiusic With ChtZ-
dren, Series I



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to "hear
inside."

The student demonstrates
the ability to perform
his own part in a situ-
ation where another
part begins at a dif-
ferent time.

The student demonstrates
the ability to coordi-

nate three behaviors
in a changing meter.

Bow once . . ., bow twice . .

Bemi down Law and plant some rice;
Lift your hands up to the sky;
Shake them out as sunbeams die;
Clap your hands, stamp your feet;
Cymbals clash and that's complete:

Have the children form two lines, one facing the other. On the
first two measures, have them walk four steps forward and then
four steps back into place. Then have them perform the desig-
nated actions while standing in place. Maintaining the basic
rhythm on two tympani toms, have the children say the words as
they perform the actions, inflecting their speech both rhythmi+
cally and musically.

Have one of the children in each of the lines act as its
leader and speak the words of the verse. The other members of
the line should think the words as they perform the actions,
but not say them aloud as before. Maintain a soft beat on the
tympani toms as accompaniment.

When the children are able to perform the preceding activities
with sone degree of success, have them try the verse in canon,
or two-part form. With the children standing in square for-
mation, have one group begin the words and actions and another
begin two measures later. Maintain a soft rhythm on the
tympani to keep the ensemble together.

Have the children respond with movements to three-syllable
names of animals. For example, they might swing to the right
on the first syllable and tap a drum on the second and third
syllables of such words as elephant and kangaroo. Then they
might repeat the patterns, this time swinging to the left on
the first syllable. Encourage them to try new actions, pat-
terns, and combinations.

A similar procedure might be used for animal names with two,
rather than three syllables (e.g., tiger, Zion, monkey). Some
of these might be arranged in a line of verse (e.g., Tiger,
Zion, monkey, zoo!) or in some other arrangement and performed
as an ensemble.

Hand drums and a selection
such as "Rhymes To Change
Time," from Grace NashIs
Music With Children,
Series I



Grace Nash
P.O. Box 1753
Scottsdale, Arizona

Goal: Stimulation and/or release of creativity

Objective Learning Experience

Emotionally Disturbe
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to coord-
inate two behaviors by
speaking and playing a
drum at the same time.

The student demonstrates
the ability to inter-
pret descriptive words
in sound.

The student demonstrates
the ability to convert
a concept from one
medium to another by
interpreting a weather
forecast in the form of
a sound collage.

Play an "introduction game" with drum accompaniment. For
example, while the class chants "Name, names, we all have
names," pass a pair of mallets to one of the children and have
him identify himself by saying "MV name is (raMs Susan, etc.).
What is yours?" and sounding the rhythm of his words on a drum.
Then.while the children again chant "Names, names, we all have
names," he passes the mallets to one of his classmates who
similarly identifies himself. And so the game goes, until each
child has spoken his nano and accompanied his words on the drum.

Encourage the children to explore the various textures and
levels of sound in such rhythm instruments as wood and/or
metal tonebars, drums, cymbals, guiro, maracas, triangles, etc.
Then have them use these instruments to interpret such things
as different types of weather (e.g., the children might iden-
tify the elements .wind, rain, sleet, thunder, etc. --and use
appropriate sounds to represent them).

Have a group of volunteers create a storm scene in sound.
While they are working with the instruments, discuss weather
forecasting with the other members of the class. Encourage
each to play the part of weatherman and make a prediction.

Then have the group present its sound interpretation of a
storm scene, and ask the members of the class to evaluate the
presentation.

Later, have the children form groups of four to six "inter-
preters," plus a weatherman. Then, using an introduction verse
such as the following:

ftery place has weather;
But we would like to know
What's the forecast for tomorrow?
Is it sunshine, rain, or snow?

23

Tympani toms

Specially designed tanebars
and simple instruments
that can be played with
mallets



Objective
,IMMI11.111101111110111..

Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to combine
sound textures with
colors and language in
the interpretation of
verbal texts.

have one of the "weathermen" present his forecast, followed by
an interpretation of that forecast done in sound by the other
members of his group. Encourage the rest of the class to
comment on the presentation. For example:

- If there is a rain scene, can voices be added to the
sound collage? ("It's raining, it's pouring

- If a rainbow is needed, could colors be added to the
sound collage? (The children might try a rainbow with
colored scarves before they decide.)

Repeat the procedure until each group has had an opportu. to
perform.
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Herbert and Gail Levin
771 Red Oak Terrace
Wayne, Pennsylvania

Goal: Increased language development

Objective Learning Experience

Educable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate

Trainable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
a knowledge of day and
night and the ability
to classify by appro-
priately grouping
commonly experienced
objects into catego-
ries of day or night.

The student demonstrates
the ability to use
"This" and "That"
correctly.

The student demonstrates
the ability to use "is"
and "are" appropriately

Present a category (day or night) in a classroom discussion,
and then ask the children to name the objects which are appro-
priate to the category.

Have the children sing about what they see when it is day
(night) and insert their own objects at the appropriate moment.
In eliciting responses from the children, you can:

- Have the children rely solely on their memories;

- Have the children look at the sky; or

- Have them present posters showing:

(a) objects found in the sky when it is night,

(b) objects found in the sky during the day, or

(c) combinations of (a) and (b).

Point to an object close at hand and say, "This" (is a chair,
etc.). Then point to a distant object and say, "That" (is a
table, etc.). Have the children repeat the statements and then
sing the "This --That" song as you point to objects near and
far.

Point to one object and emphasize the word "is" (Here is one
book). Point to two objects and emphasize the word "are"
(Here are two books). Then have the children sing the "Is --
Are" song as you point to one or two objects.

Present the children with cards which show one or more objects.
As the child selects a card, have him compose a sentence in
which the word "is" or "are" is used correctly.
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An appropriate song, such as
"What Do You See
Sky?," from Herbert and
Gail Levints Maio Can
Teach the EWeptional
Child (Bryn Mawr, Pa.:
Theodore Presser, 1970) -
a book and recordings

Teacher-made materials

"This -.That," from the book
and recordings listed
above

"Is --Are," from the book and
recordings listed earlier

Teacher-made materials



Objective Learning Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
his understanding of
the conditional nature
of "if --then"

sentences.

The student, demonstrates
the ability to dif-
ferentiate between and
verbally identify the
basic colors.

Have the children sing the "If Then" song and:

- Perform tbe action indicated in the song if the conditions
of the "if" clause are met, or

- Shake their heads "no" if the conditions are not met.

. Have each child sing the "Color Song" while pointing to the
appropriate article of clothing and naming its color.
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"If Then," from the book and
recordings listed earlier

"Color Song," from the book
and recordings listed
earlier



Herbert and Gail Levin
771 Red Oak Terrace
Wayne, Pennsylvania

Goal: Reinforcement of basic number skills

Objective Learning Experience
NB

Educable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate

Trainable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to count
by rote to any given
number from one to 10,
without automatically

counting on to 10.

The student demonstrates
the ability to count a
specific number of drum
beats by pairing each
number unit of his rote
counting with one drum
beat and stopping the
counting process with
the last beat (one to
one correspondence).

The student demonstrates
the ability to go be-
yond simple rote count-
ing by counting a
series of beats as two
sets (e.g., eight beats
counted as two sets of
four).

Have the children sing songs requiring rote counting to various
numbers between one and 10 (e.g., one-three, one-six, one-
five).

While beating a drum, have the children sing songs which are
designed to facilitate the pairing of each number of their rote
counting repertoire with. a drum beat.

While beating a drum, have the children count (sing) as before.
This time, however, they must inhibit the tendency to rote
count to the end of the drum beats and begin again at one in
the middle of a series of beats, thus counting two sets. The
songs themselves aid the children by making the break a natural
one.

As a variation of the preceding activity, present (or have the
children present) a poster or drawing which shows a series of
objects equal to the total number of drum beats broken into
two sets.
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Instrumental activities such
as "TWo and Three," "Five
and Six," and "Four and
Five," from Herbert and
Gail Levints Maio Can
Teach the Exceptional
Child (Bryn Mawr, Pa.:
Theodore Presser, 1970) --
a book and recordings

Instrumental activities, such
as "Five and Six," from the
book and recordings listed
above

Instrumental activities, such
as "Four and Five," and
"Six and Seven," from the
book and recordings listed
earlier

Teacher-made materials



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
an understanding that
given two successive
numbers, the second is
exactly one more than
the first by striking
a cymbal for the final
beat --the "one more"
beat in a musical
phrase counting the
higher number and re-
sisting this beat in
counting the smaller
number.

The student demonstrates
an understanding of the
concept of zero by
withholding a response
when the teacher says,
"zero" and beating the
drum once when the
teacher says, "one."

Familiarize the children with a song containing repeated
phrases counting two numbers, one of which is exactly one more
than the other. Then have the children take turns beating the
drum for one phrase each. If the phrase counts the larger
number, have them respond by hitting the "extra" beat on the
cymbal. If the smaller number is counted, have them beat the
drum that number of times and stop.

Throughout this activity ("One"), the child is given opportu-
nities to beat the drum. Following the teacher's directions,
"zero" or "one," he must decide whether or not to beat the
drum. In place of verbal directions, the teacher may substi-
tute cards showing the numerals "zero" or "one."
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Instrumental activities, such
as "Ten and Nine" and
"Three and Pour," from the
book and recordings listed
earlier

An instrumental activity, such
as "One," from the book and
recordings listed above

Teacher-made materials



Herbert and Gail Levin
771 Red Oak Terrace
Wayne, Pennsylvania

Goal: Development of perceptual skills

Objective Learning Experience

Educable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate

Trainable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to beat
a basic beat on the
drum, smoothly in-
corporating his
whole arm into the
action.

The student demonstrate:.

the ability to perform
a sequential series of
actions evoked by
auditory cues.

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
rhythmic patterns, dis-
criminating between
their elements and pre-
serving their sequence.

The student demonstrates
control of his eye-hand
coordination and wrist
motions by properly
striking resonator
bells.

The student demonstrates
the ability to cross
the mid-line of his
body.

Position the child far enough from the drum to prevent a simple
wrist or forearm motion from completing the task. The beater
is held aloft in his dominant hand, and the teacher provides a
visual and auditory cue each time the child is to beat the drum.
There is enough time between beats for you to reposition the
child, if necessary, to promote a smooth beating action through.
out the activity.

Give a series of verbal commands to the music (clap-stamp-clap,
or cymbal-drum-cymbal, etc.). The child must then carry out
the indicated actions, maintaining the order in which they were
given.

Following a piano chord, present a rhythmic pattern in any man-
ner you choose (beating on the drum, singing nonsense words,
etc.). Then have the children imitate your pattern after a
second chord from the piano.

Have the child play a musical piece with five resonator bells,
four of which must be struck firmly and in rapid succession.
Concentrated eye-hand coordination is necessary to complete
the task.

Place a drum in front of the child and a cymbal to his left (to
his right for the left-handed child). Then have him beat the
drum at designated times throughout the activity. At the con-

clusion, he must turn and strike the cymbal. In order to com-

plete this part of the activity successfully, he must cross his
body mid-line.
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An instrumental activity. %lc
as "The Drum Caught Cold,"
from Herbert and Gail
Levints Maio Can Teach the
Exceptional Child (Bryn
Mawr, Pa.: Theodore Presse
1970) - a book and recordin

Instrumental activities, such
as "Three" and "Two," from
the book and recordings lis
above

An instrumental activity, suc
as "Echo Song," from the bo
and recordings listed earlt

An instrumental activity, suc
as "Try and Catch Me," fro
the 000k and recordings
listed earlier

An instrumental activity, suc
as "Beat the Drum Once,"
from the book and record-
ings listed earlier
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Alleen L. Fraser
City School District
13 Fitzhugh Street South
Rochester, New York

Goal: Personal development

Objective

and increased ability to appreciate a song

Learning Experience

Educable Mentally Retarded
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to grasp
the words and meaning
3f a song.

Help the children to understand the content of a song through
a variety of experiences such as the following which were de-
veloped for "Five Angels," a selection in Silver Burdett's
Making Mimic Your Own, 1:

- Have the children identify angels by sight and touch.

- Ask them to count the number of angels in a picture or

a group of angel forms.

- Elicit the names of familiar songs, poems, stories, etc.

about or including angels (e.g., "Hark: The Herald Angels

Sing," "The Littlest Angel")

A3k the children general questions about angels, and en-
courage them to express their feelings about them.

- Have the children listen carefully as you sing or play
a recording of "Five Angels," and determine:

(a) How many angels there are in the song, and

Cb) What each of them is trying to do.

- Have the children examine the picture that accompanies
the song and then discuss with them such items as the
following:

(a) where the action seems to be taking place

(b) what the child and the cat are doing

(c) Hew the child and the cat seem to pel about
what they are doing

(d) What es,4.. nf the angels is doing

(e) Hour eacb of tbe angels seems to feeZ about
what it is doing

(f) Why the angels have come

(g) The choice and use of colors in the picture
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A variety of angel forms
and/or pictures

"Five Angels," from Making
Music Your Own, I (Silver
Burdett Company, 1968)

The teacher's edition of Making
Music Your Own, I, and ac-
companying recordings and
chart-sized book



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to a song with appro-
priate body movement.

The student demonstrates
the ability to select
and play an appropriate
instrument or instru-
ments to accompany a

song.

The children might listen to the song as they look at
the picture. Sing or play a recording of it as often
as necessary.

Help the children to respond to a song with appropriate body
movements through a variety of experiences such as the follow-
ing which were developed for "Five Angels":

- Have the children discuss how angels move:

(a) How do angels Zook when they move? Are they
beautiful or ugly? happy or sad? graceful
or clumsy? light or heavy?

(b) How do angels sound when they move? Are they
quiet or noisy? soft or loud?

Then have the children demonstrate how angels move.

. Ask them to listen to the song again and determine
where the angels are moving.

- Have the children move like angels around an imaginary
bed (e.g., running lightly on tiptoes and/or walking
slowly, moving their arms like wings). Then ask them
to respond to the song. Repeat the song several times,
encouraging the children to experiment with a variety
of different movements.

- Then ask them how they would light a fire, butter a
slice of bread, and do the other activities described

in the song. Develop the action word concepts by hav-
ing the children perform the tasks as the words which
describe them in the song are either sung or spoken.
Later, have the children move in a circle for the first
two phrases of the song; stop; and then do the "work"
movements at the appropriate times.

Help the children to determine appropriate accompaniments for
a song through a variety of experiences such as the following
which were developed for "Five Angels":

- Ask the children to identify the kind or kinds of

instruments that angels are usually represeated as
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Teacher-inprovised or other
appropriate musical accom-
paniment

"Five Angels," from Making
Musics Your Own, I (Silver
Burdett Company, 1968)

Teacher-improvised or other
appropriate musical accom-
paniment

"Five Angels"

A variety of pictures and/or
angel forms



OVective Learning Ex erience Resource

lie student demonstrates
the ability to drama-
tize a song.

playing. If necessary, use pictures and/or angel
forms to stimulate their thinking. Then have them
pretend to play a harp or blow a golden horn in the
mood and rhythm of the song.

- Demonstrate and discuss a variety of rhythm instru-
ments, and then have each child choose an "angel"
instrument from those available. Guide or support

their choices if necessary. Demonstrating the pro-
cedure for them, have the children play their in-
struments in the rhythm of the song. If there are
not enough instruments to go around, have some play
while the others pretend to play; and then pass the
instruments around, repeating the performance until
everyone has had a chance to play.

- Have the children listen carefully to the repeated
ascending tonal pattern (1-2-3-4-5) and determine
whether it is the sane each time or different. Those
who are interested might try to play the pattern on
tone bells or the piano. Later, the children might
choose a "soloist" to accompany the song as the others
listen.

- Have the children sing or speak the words of the song

at a reduced tempo. Then they might "play" the song

in a manner such as the following:

(a) Play the first two phrases on the triangles
or finger cymbals

(b) Stop

(c) Play the angel tune on the bells five times

(d) Whisper the last line in unison

Help the children to dramatize a song in appropriate ways
through activities such as the following which were developed

for "Five Angels":

- Have the children

(a) Choose one of their classmates to be the
child asleep in the bed;

(b) Determine what will be used for the bed
and where it should be placed;
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"Five Angels"

Appropriate rhythm instrument
such as drums, triangles,
finger cymbals, bells,
tambourines, etc.

Teacher-improvised rhythm ac-
companiment

"Five Angels," a piano, and
tone bells (C-D-E-F-G)

Appropriate rhythm instrument

Musical instruments and ap-
propriate props



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing a
song with some degree
of rhythmic and melodic
accuracy.

(c) Choose one classmate for each of the five
angels who move around the bed, doing ap-
propriate "work";

(d) Decide upon and supply the "angels" with
appropriate props; and

(e) Decide upon and provide the remaining
children with appropriate musical instru-
ments.

- Have the children first speak and then sing the song at
a reduced tempo, accompanying it with appropriate sounds
and actions. Then have them perform the entire song in
proper tempo.

Help the children to sing a song with some degree of rhythmic
and melodic accuracy through a variety of experiences such as
the iollowing which were developed for "Five Angels":

- Have the children sing the song as soon as they
seem to be ready to do so. It is not necessary
for them to go through the preceding types of
activities before attempting to sing. Instoad --
or in addition --you might have the children:

(a) Review the order or sequence of the work
done by the angelss(If necessary, you
might refer the children to the picture
that accompanies the song and/or provide
them with worksheets and related art
projects to reinforce their learning.)

(b) speak the words in rhythm like a poem.

(c) Sing the angel tune (1-2-3-4-5) with.ap-
propriate hand movements as accompaniment.

(d) Sing the song first at reduced, and then
at normal speed.
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"Five Angels," a piano, and
teacher-prepared worksheets
and art activities



Alleen L. Fraser
City School District
13 Fitzhugh Street South
Rochester, New York

Educable Mentally Retardec
Primary
Intermediate

Goal: Reinforcement of the concepts of high and low pitch, loud and soft sounds, and fast and slow tempi

Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to identify
given animals.

The student demonstrates
evidence of beginning
to understand the dif-
ference between high
and low pitch.

Have the children identify individual pictures of selected
animals. Then encourage them to discuss each animal with
reference to:

- Its body parts,

- Where it lives,

- The sound it makes, and

- Its skin or coat.

As each animal is discussed, have the children imitate the
sound it makes and put the picture in an appropriate place
on a background attached to a chalkboard or wall.

Have the children locate the correct animal in the picture as
the teacher sings its name in a 5-3 tonal pattern.

Pass an animal picture to each child and sing, using the
5-3-6-5-3 pattern, "Who has (the turtle)?" The child responds
in similar fashion, "I have (the turtle)." The class echoes,
"(John) has (the turtle)." The child places the turtle in the
picture.

Have the children review all the songs they know that relate to
the animals being used.

Have the children sing a song such as "The Farmer in the Dell,"
substituting animals used in the picture and removing an
anilol picture from the group with each verse.

Have the children name things in the room that are found in
high and in low places.

H..ve the children place objects in high and in low places.

Maio Aetivity Kit, Scene 2
(Holt, Rinehart a Winston
or teacher-made materials

Familiar songs, such as "Bas
Baa, Black Sheep," "Ten
Little Frogs," etc.

A song such as "The Farmer 1
the Dell"

Classroom Objects



Objective Learning Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to under-
stand the difference
between loud and soft
sounds.

Using stair stepAphave the children follow directions to move
higher or lower on the stairs; or have the children move ob-
jects upward or downward on drawn steps on the chalkboard or
in a picture of a ladder.

Have the children pretend to be seeds growing; leaves, snow-
flakes, or rain falling; or a snowman melting.

Have the children exercise in rhythm to high and low sounds
(reach for high, touch toes for low).

Have the children play "Jack-in-the-box" (in the box, low; out
of the box, high).

Have the children produce low and high sounds.

Have the children bounce balls high and low to corresponding
musical sounds.

Have the children relate high and low sounds on the musical
scale to corresponding levels on their bodies by touching the
body parts (e.g., feet, ankles, knees, hips, waist, chest,
shoulders, head, and reverse) as they listen to ascending and
descending scales. Encourage them to sing the names of the
body parts as they touch them. When they become very good,
identify individual children to perform.

Have the children choose animal pictures and place them in
appropriate places in a picture --high or low --as the sound
directs.

Have the children feel 'out" with loud sound, feel "in" with
soft sound.

Have the children respond to loud and soft sounds in the fol-
lowing ways:

- Clap with loud; tap fingertips with soft.

- Stamp with loud; tiptoe with soft.

- Play instruments loudly and softly.
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Stepwise accompaniment on
step-bells

Music with appropriate
changes in pitch

Instruments and voice

Ascending and descending scale

Directions in sound

Contrasting volume in piano
music, drum beats, or a
recording



Objective Learnin Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to under-
stand the concepts of
fast and slow.

Have the children identify instruments which produce loud
sounds and others which produce soft ones.

Have the children shout names, words, or phrases and then
whisper them. Alternate.

Have the children identify feelings of ioud and soft in musical
compositions.

Ask the children to identify which animal of a given pair makes
the louder (or the softer) sounds. For example:

- A rabbit or a dog

- A fish or a rooster

- A snake or a horse

- A turtle or a squirrel

Encourage the children to find pictures of loud and soft sounds
for posters.

Discuss briefly how various animals move, identifying which
ones walx, fly, hop, swim, or otherwise move on the ground, in
the air, or in water. Then have each child move like one or
another of the animals described.

Have all the children do animal rhythms together (e.g., trot,
high step, or gallop like horses in unison).

Have the children compare the ways in which animals move with
the ways in which children move. Some of these will be the
same and others will be different (e.g., animals can't skip).

Have the children listen to a phrase of music and then choose
an animal and make it move from left to right on the picture
for the same time span as the phrase indicates.

Have the children choose an animal to imitate. Then encourage
the others to guess what it is by observing the movement and
asking questions when necessary. Put the animal into the pic-
ture and then have everyone move like the animal to the music.
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Rhythm instruments such as
cymbals, sandblocks, woo
blocks, and sticks

Varied musical selections
such as a rousing march
and a lullaby

Stuffed toys and/or picture !
of animals

Magazines, advertisements

Matched accompaniment for
the child's rhythmic
movement, using piano or
a rhythm instrument

Piano, recording, or rhythm
instrumnt accompaniment

Pictures from Music Aotivitl
Rit, Scene 1 (Holt,
Rinehart & Winston)

Musical phrases

Teacher-provided accom-
paniment



ubjective -------- Learnin Ex erience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to appre-
ciate and participate
in a story which in-
corporates various
concepts.

Have.the children listen to music and select animals which
seem appropriate for it.

Have the children use both sound and movement to act out a
familiar story.

Using pictures of animals and children, helr the children to
create an original story and then dramatize it with movement
and sound.

Have the children listen to descriptive music. Then ask them
to identify, describe, or create a .tory to go with the music
and interpret it with movement if they so desire.
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Recordings

Familiar tales such
"The Three Bears,"
Three Billy Goats
etc.

Altaic Activity Kit, r
1 and 2 (Holt, Rin
Winston)

Adventures in Music
Grades I - 6 (RCA-



Alleen L. Fraser
City School District
13 Fitzhugh Street South
Rochester, New York

Goal: Increased understanding and use of rhythm instruments

Objective Learning Experience

Educable Mentally Retardel
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to identify
the instruments by
name and by sound.

The student demonstrates
the ability to manip-
ulate each instrument.

Over a period of time, introduce all the instruments, one at a
time, through songs and recordings.

As each instrument is introduced; have all of the children play
it individually or together.

With all the instruments in view, have the children identify
each one by singing, "Where is the (woodblock)?," using the
5-3-6-5-3 tonal pattern. Have the children take turns iden-
tifying and playing the instruments.

Pass an instrument to each child and repeat the activ:Ity
described above.

Have each child request (by name) an instrument to play.
Take turns.

Have the children identify the instruments according to the
sound that each produces (e.g., ringing, clicking, scraping),
rather than by sight.

Have the children suggest instruments that would make good
sounds for Santa Claus, a fire alarm, a knock on the door, a
rabbit hopping, die sound of sweeping, etc. Then have them
use the instruments to provide sound effects for stories,
poems, and songs.
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Enough instruments of each
kind for all children

Rhythm Band Patterns, Vols.
and II (American Book Co

Popular records that have
steady beat

A variety of musical instru
ments

"Hickety Pickety," from
ftsio Through the Day
(Silver Burdett)

Favorite stories, poems, an
songs



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to start
and stop playing
through the use of
an auditory clue.

The student demonstrates
the abiUty to start
and stop playing
through the use of a
visual clue.

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
with some degree of
accuracy to the basic
beat.

Have the children make mobiles, booklets, or posters, using
pictures of rhythm instruments.

Have the children tune bottles to make a melody instrument, or
devise other instruments of their own.

. Have the children play "Musical Chairs" and similar games,

some of which they might invent.

Have the aildren move around the room freely or in rhythm with
the music, beginning to move when they hear the music and stop-

ping when the music stops. Make it a game.

. Have the children listen first to the music and then begin to
clap or do other rhythms on prearranged signals to begin and
stop.

Have the children hold their instruments in playing position
and begin to play when you say "Begin." They should be pre-
pared to stop on a prearranged signal as well.

Give each child an instrument and ask him to play only when
the name of his instrument is called and stop playing when
another instrument is called.

Have the children watch the teacher's hand for signals to
start and stop.

Involve the children in basic locomotor rhythms: marching,

walking, tiptoeing, running in rhythm with music:, etc.

Have the children walk, clap, and chant simultaneously with the

basic beat of the music. Then have them clap and chant with

the steady beat of the music to be played later with instru-

ments.
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r.

Magazines, advertisements,
art materials

Doweling sticks, wood, sand-
paper, etc.

Piano or record accompanimen

RecOrds or piano, making use
of an introduction

March records and others

Rhythm Time #1 and #2 (Bowma
Co.) and nuvev'nns rhythm
records or piano music

Walking music: records or
piano



Objective Learning Experience

The student demonstrates
the ability to play a
simple orchestration.

,11111IM

Have the children simulate playing the instruments in rhythm by
practicing the various hand movements used. For example:

- Both hands shaking up and down

- One hand holding an instrument, the other serving as a
beater

- Alternating up-and-down motion

With all children having the same instruments, have them play
the chant (if needed) with the steady beat of the music.

Have the children "talk" through the instrument:. Play the
names of the children and the instruments, words, phrases,
word rhythms in songs, the basic beat of the same songs, end
the strong beats in songs and other instrumental music.

Having prepared the children to begin and end on a prearranged
signal, let them play what they "feel."

Beginning with one kind of instrument and then adding another
kind at each phrase until all the instruments are being played,
have the children play a song such as "The Ash Grove."

Begin with all instruments playing this time and have the chil-
dren reverse the preceding activity. (This is more difficult.)

Have the children listen carefully and determine the loud and
soft places in the music. Then orchestrate with appropriate
instraments.

Have the children play independent rhythms. If necessary, have
all of the dhildren play each of the independent rhythms to-
gether first.

Have the children ordhestrate by being aware of loud and soft
places, phrases, and the general sound of the music to be
played.
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S

Rest:hove

"Dance Tune," from Rhythm
Band Patterns, Vol. I
(American Book Co.) or
"Air Gait" "Parade," and
"Walking Song," from
Adventures in Maio -
Grade 1, Vol. I (tCA-
Victor)

Known songs, available re-
cordings

Piano music or available
records

"The Ash Grove," from Rhythm
Band Patterns, Vol. I
(American Book Co.)

"Under the Stars," from
Rhythm Band Patterns,
Vol. I (American Book Co.)
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RichaAd Weber
Trenton State College
Trenton, New Jersey

Goal: Improvement of visual perception, motor coordination, and sequencing ability

Objective Learnin Experience,

Educable Mentallj Retarded

Primary
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to look at
the keyboard without
moving his hands.

The student demonstrates
the ability to look,
wait, and then act.

The student demonstrates
the ability to dis-
criminate between
similarly shaped
symbols (e.g., C
and G, E and F).

Attach six labels of upper case letters (C,D,E,F,G, and A) to
a keyboard instrument. Have the student sit facing the labeled
keyboard, with his hands in his lap and the instructor at his
side, so that eye contact can be maintained and the keyboard
easily reached.

Raise your index finger to attract the student's attention to
it, then slowly move it to the keyboard and trace the letter C
on the attached label. Press the key firmly with your finger
to make a loud, clear tone.

If necessary, help the student to control any impulsive urge
to move his hands from his lap while watching the procedure by
making him aware of such movements.

Having pressed the key labeled C with your finger to make a
loud, clear tone, let the key come up --but keep your finger
on it. Then ask the student to play the key and rest his hand
in his lap when he has done so.

Follow the same procedure with each of the labeied keys, first
calling the student's attention to the distinguishing charac-
teristics of each printed symbol (e.g., the bottom line of the
letter E as compared with the "opening" in the letter F).

Have the student sit facing the keyboard with his hands in his
lap. race a flashcard with the letter C directly above the
key labeled C on the keyboard.

Move your index finger horizontally over the open space in the
letter C on the card, and then over the sane space in the C on
the keyboard label. Using a label and card for the letter G in
the manner iescribed earlier, show the Ff..ident the straight,
horizontal line in the letter G which, distinguishes it from
the letter C.
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A keyboard instrument such as
a piano or a small, in-
expensive chord organ

Letter labels, such as those
available in Richard
Weber's ftetiocal for Key-
board (New York: Plymouth
Music Co., 1964, 1970) and
Sight, Sound and Symba
(Chicago: Follett Educa-
tional Corp., 1969)

A keyboard instrument and
letter labels (see resources
listed for preceding ex-
perience)

A keyboard instrument and a
series of flashcards for
the letters C,D,E,P,G,
and A



Objective Learning Ekperience

The student demonstrates
the ability to co-
ordinate both hands
and sequence from left
to right on the printed
page, one syMbol at a
time.

The student demonstrates
the ability to move
down a page, one line
at a time.

vm1=ElimIMM=1111.MNIMm

Resource

Point to the flashcard for C and ask the student to play the
key labeled with the same symbol. Then point to the card for
G and ask him to play the key labeled with that symbol.

Repeat the procedure for each of the other letters, identifying
the differences in structural characteristics as you do so.

Make sure that the student matches the letters and keys with
his eyes before he plays the notes on the keyboard; but don't
ask him to speak the names of the letters before he plays the
notes --the emphasis should be on the visual. When appropriate
the letters on the page of a music book can be used in con-
junctioi with and later as a replacement for the flashcards.

Since this experience requires the student to use a variety of
letters on a printed page, be certain that the student can
match all of the letters properly before he attempts to play
the line of song.

Have the student place his index finger on the spot /eath
the first letter in "London Bridge." Then ask him - .Jok at
the letter above his finger, find the matching letter on the
keyboard, place the index finger of his other hand on the
appropriate key, and play the note firmly.

When the student has played the right note, have him return
his playing hand to his lap, look back at the page, move his
index finger to the space beneath the next letter, and then
repeat the procedure detailed above. Helping him whenever
necessary, have him complete the entire line of symbols in this
manner.

Once the student can successfully and consistently perform a
row of symbols in the manner described above, ask him to mole
his index finger down the page to the space beneath the firtt
symbol in the second line and do the same thing with each of
the symbols in this line that he did with those in the first.
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C.

A keyboard instrument and
fteteall fOr Keyboard;
p. 3, or "Learning Capital
Letters" in Sight; Sound
and SVmbol; p. 5

A keyboard instrument and
Ifteiaall for Keyboard
or Sight, Sound and Symbol



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to move
from left to right
on the printed page
with either hand.

The student demonstrates
the ability to co-
ordinate both hands
and to sequence both
horizontally and
vertically.

Use the same procedure with additional lines of symbols beyond
the first and second.

Have the student play an entire page by pointing to the space
beneath the letter on the page with the index finger of one
hand and ther playing the appropriate key with the index
finger of the other hand.

Then have him play the page again, this time reversing the
use of his fingers (i.e., pointing to the page with the finger
he had used for playing, and playing with the finger he had
used for pointing).

Place an additional set of C, D, E, P, G, and A labels on the
keyboard an octave lower than the first set.

Using 'Werrily We Roll Along" as an example,

Point to the /C/ chord symbol on the page;

Ask the student to look at it;

Place two fingers (e.g., the index and middle fingers) of
the student's left hand on the C and E labels of the set
to his left on the keyboard; and

Ask him to touch, but not play the chord.

While the student is touching the chord,

Point again to the chord symbol on the page;

Ask the student to look at the symbol;

Lead his eyes by moving your finger down the page to the
letter E beneath the chord; and then

Have him find the key labeled E with the index finger
of his right hand and touch, but not play it.

Have the student wait long enough to prepare the coordination
of both hands then ask him to play both hands at once,
sounding all three notes at the same time. Have him sustain
the chord (if necessary, help him by placing your left hand
over his so he cannot raise it) while you point to the melody
notes on the page and he plays them, one by one.
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A keyboard instrument and
til48ioall for Keyboard
or Sight, Sound and
Symbol

A keyboard instrument and
AINsiaall for Keyboard;
pp. 2-3



Oblecti ve Learning_ Experience

The next chord on the page is a 4r/ chord. Once the student
has satisfactorily completed the procedure described above,
point to the 4? chord symbol and place two fingers of his
left hand on the keys labeled G and D. Then point to the
letter D written beneath the /t/ chord, and have the student:

Locate the key labeled D with the index finger of his
right hand;

Wait; and then

Play both hands together as before.

Using the procedure de:cribed above, have the student play the
entire selection.
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Vera Moretti
Fernald State Hospital
Waltham, Massachusetts

Goal: Beginning language development

Objective

The student demonstrates
rhythmic response to
music in both vocal
and instrumental forms.

111101110

Comuni cation Disorders
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

Encourage the child to respond to improvised music that follows
interprets, and builds upon his natural inclinations.

The student demonstrates Introduce songs with a simple structure in which rhythmic
the ability to perceive phrases can be extracted and/or treated antiphonally.
and respond to a
rhythmic pattern in
both vocal and in-
strumental forms.

The student demonstrates Have the children sing antiphonal songs in which vowels are
the ability to control prevalent and which provide practice in consonant sounds.
word production.

The student demonstrates Have the children sing action songs which name, identify, and
an understanding of describe.
the meaning of words.

The student demonstrates Involve the children in group activities which provide more
increased concentration challenging experiences with music.
for longer periods of
time.

The student demonstrates
an understanding and
retention of both words
and music.

The student demonstrates
appropriate respotse to
new rhythmic patterns.

Involve the children in singing games, musical stories, and
experiences which combine instrumental with vocal performance.

Involve the children in group activities which demand increas.
ingly complex rhythmic responses and greater retention.
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Simple Oe ssion instrumen
a piano, eacher-
improvised music .

"Hello" and "Goodbye," from
Nordoff and Robbins'
Children's Flay Songs,
Book I (Theodore Presser)

"Hello," "What's That?,"
"Roll Call," "I Have a N
and "GoodbYe," from Nord
and Robbins' Children's
Flay Stings, Books I and
(Theodore Presser)

"Pif Paf Poltrie," "3 Bears
Goldilocks," and "Pun fo
4 Drums," from Nordoff
Robbins' Children's Flay
Songs, Books I and II
(Theodore Presser)
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Muriel K. Mooney
New York State School for the Blind
Batavia, New York

Goal: Greater feeling of capability and security, and depth of appreciation for music

Objective Learning Experience

Blind

Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
a general knowledge of
the basic elements of
a given song.

The student demonstrates
the ability to use an
"upbeat" correctly.

The student demonstrates
the ability to read the
notes correctly and to
determine from them the
rhythm of the melody.

The student demonstrates
the ability to e_ng the
melody of a song.

Acquaint the students with the elements necessary for reading
and understanding the music of a song such as "The Blacksmith"
through a brief, teacher-directed study of:

- The name of the song. Involve the children in an ex-
change of ideas about blacksmiths.

- Tne composer. Do they know any other music written by
Johannes Brahms?

- The time signature. Have the children construct measures
of 3/4 time, using half, dotted half, quarter, and eighth
notes.

- The he signature.

Have the students determine the number of counts in the first
measure. Since the first measure of "The Blacksmith" contains
only one count, they will probably conclude that this is an

"upbeat."

Have the entire class read the notes rhythmically until it be-
comes easy for them and they get a feeling for the xaythm of
the song.

Establish tonality by singing and/or wing the students sing
the scale and the tonic triad.

Then help them to learn the first phrase through a question
such as the following, "What would help us to find the pitches
of this melody?" (Answer: the tonic triad)
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Johannes Brahms' "The Black-
smith," in Leonhard, Krone,
Wolfe, and Fullerton's
Discovering Altaic Together,
Book 5 (Follett Publishing
Co.)

Braille copies of the song



00
Objective learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
familiarity with the
words of a song,the
ability to combine the
words with the music,
and au appreciation of
the song as an artistic
unit.

1.11111011.

Have them study the second phrase by:

- Finding the tonic tziad;

- Finding the scalewise passage;

- Finding evidence of a dominant triad; and

- Adding the 7th to the dominant.

Move on to the third phrase and have the students.

- Find the scalewise passage,

- Find the notes not included in the major scale

(accidental);

- Sing the 6th interval (F flat down to D); and then

- Sing the third phrase.

Finally, have the students sing the entire song with notes

until they have learned the melody.

Have the students read the words of the song as a group, com-
bining one phrase at a time if necessary. Then ask them to

sinp the entire song.

- Emphasize good performance and interpretation. Such

questions as this might prove helpful: "How would you

sing a song about a blacksmith?" References to tone

quality and dynamics should be included in the answer.

- Stress good diction. Emphasize important words such as

clangiw, clashing, crashing, chiming.

Finally, have the students sing thE entire song with accom-

paniment.
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Kenneth Medema
Essex County Hospital Center
Cedar Grove, New Jersey

Goal: Development of the ability to:

Perceive, isolate, and perform melodies

Recognize the place of melody as an element of musical structure

Objective Learning Experience

Visually Impaired
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
simple two- or three-
note phrases.

The student demonstrates
the ability to hum a
previously learned
melodic phrase along
with accompaniment.

The student demonstrates
the ability to per-
ceive the difference
between melody and
accompaniment.

Sing simple words or phrases like "liC1J, are you?," or

the days of the week in pentatonic pLsser ..ef two or three
notes and have the students repeat. y:o. t -formance. Then ask

them to create their own melodic phrr.,,to, using the same words
and phrases as before, and have them Initate each other.

Play two- or three-note descending phrases (not necessarily
pentatonic) on the piano and have the students hum them.

Teach the students a simple melody such as "Old MacDonald" or
"Goodnight Ladies" to the rhythm of a drumbeat. Then have the
students hum the melody to the accompaniment of the drum.

Teach the students another simple melody, preferably the melody
of a song which they know and like. Then have them hum the
melody, this time clapping the rhythm as they hum.

Using the piano or a guitar, play an accompaniment to one of
the songs the students have learned, but not the melody. Have

them sing or hum the melody as you play.

Using a song the students have learned, have them hum the
melody -.but play several beats on the drum before the melody

begins. Repeat the procedure, using tapping or clapping

instead of druMbeats.

Using "The Happy Farmer" from Schuman's Piano Pieces for Chit.
dren, play the right hand accompaniment first and then the le...4.

hand melody. Ask the children to hum the melody.

Using a recording of Schubert's Whin, ask the children to

.aise their hands when the melody begins.
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A piano or any other per-
cussion instrument (tone
blocks, etc.)

A simple melody, a low-pitchf
drum, and a piano (if
needed)

A piano or a guitar

A piano and a low-pitched
drum

A piano and Schuman's Atbum
for the ibung, Op. 68

A record player and a record
ing of Schubert's Wohin
(Victor LCT-1048)



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to per-

ceive a melody line re-
gardless of its pitch
level or surrounding
musical texture.

The student demonstrates
the ability to per-
ceive and to sing or
hum the melody line of
a piece of music he has
heard three times.

Using a recording of Saint-Saens' Carnival of the Animals,
play the "Elephant." Point out the melody in the tuba, and

have the students hum it with the record.

Using a recording of Bach's "The Chorale Prelude-Wachet auf" as
performed by the Swingle Singers (Phillips' Records- Baohts
Favorite Hits), point out the main chorale melody. After
several hearings, have the children hum this melody.

Play the first few opening bars of a recording of Beethoven's
Symphony NO. 3. Ask the students to hum the first melody they
hear. (This should be the melody in the celli and basses.)

Using a recording of Haydn's Surprise Symphony, play the first
statement of the second movement theme three times. During
the third hearing, have the students hum the melody with the
record.

Using a recording of Mozart's Eine Kleine Naoht Musik, play
the first sixteen measures (A section) of the third movement
three times. After `Iree hearings, ask.the students to hum

the melody.
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Saint-Saens' Carnival of t
Animas (Columbia MS-63

Beethoven's Symphony NO. 3
(Columbia 3M-4228)

Haydn's Surprise Symphony
(Columbia MS-7006)

Mozart's Sine Kleine fiaoht
fteik (Victor 124-1102)
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Kenneth Medema
Essex County Hospital Center
Cedar Grove, New Jersey

Goal: Recognition and use of the elements of rhythm in performance and in composition

Objective Learniliaterience

Visually Impaire

intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
rhythmic phrases.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perform
a rhythmic phrase in
the context of the
basic beat.

The student demonstrates
the ability to differen
tiate between duple and
triple meter.

Using a drum lr handclapping, have the students imitate
rhythmic phrases in both duple and triple meter with no more
than five distinct notes. Then have them create their own
phrases and imitate each other.

Later, you might lead the students in clapping, stamping, walk-
ing, tapping, and vocalizing their own phrases. This could
turn into a game of rapid imitation.

Help the students to discover the rhythmic contour of their
names.

Have the students tap and count,the beat of rhythmic phrases
in 4/4 time. Then vary the procedure by having them count one
measure, clap one measure, tap one measure, and stamp one
measure.

Play rhythmic phrases in 4/4 time on a low-pitched drum, a
piano, or some other percussive instrument, and have the stu-
dents tap their feet to the beat. Play the phrases in four-
measure sequences, each phrase being one measure long. Repeat
the procedure, this time having the students clap the phrases
while maintaining the beat with their feet. Repeat in triple

meter.

Vary the activity by having the students compose rhythmic
phrases while tapping the beat.

Using the techniques described in the preceding activity, per-
form rhythmic phrases in both duple and triple meter. Count

while the students are performing.
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A piano and a low-pitched
drum



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to isolate
the rhythm pattern from
the melody of a song.

The student demonstrates
the ability to deter-
mine the meter, the
specific rhythm pat-
tern, and the differ-
ence in duration in a
given melody.

Clap rhythmic phrases in triple meter, with the accent on the
first beat, and ask the students whether there is a three or a
four feeling to the pattern. Then play a simple melody, again
accenting the first beat of each measure, and ask the same
question.

Ask the students to set up a basic beat in each meter success-
ively, and then perform rhythmic phrases in the context of
that beat.

Using a song like "TWinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," have the
students clap the rhythm of the melody while tapping the beat.
Point out the "long notes" --star, are, high, sky, etc. --and
ask how many beats are counted for these notes.

Repeat the activity with a song like "Happy Birthday," pointing
out that the word you receives two beats in each case.

Using a simple song from any appropriate text such as This IS
ftsic, play the melody on the piano and ask the students to:

-- Imitate the rhythm pattern; and
-- Determine the basic beat.

Encourage the students to suggest the songs or melodies to be
used in this experience. Then play some or all of the tunes
they suggest and ask them to:

-- Listen carefully as you play to determine the basic beat;
-- Tap out the rhythm pattern; and
-- Represent the long and short notes by drawing lines on the

desk or table with their fingers.

Vary the experience by having the students imitate or represent
the basic beat and rhythm pattern in terns of body movements
such as walking, etc.
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Sur's Thia la Atesic, Book 3
(Allyn $ Bacon, Inc.)



Kenneth Medema
Essex County Hospital Center
Cedar Grove, New Jersey

Goal: Recognition and identification of basic concepts in musical form

Objective Learning Experience

Visually Impaired
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize identical or
similar phrases when he
hears a tonal melody.

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize a melody line
whenever it occurs in
a given piece of music.

Have the students sit with their hands raised while you play

the first two phrases of a song like "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little

Star." Have them keep their hands down for the next two
phrases, and up again for the two that follow. Repeat the ex-

pe,sience, this time letting the students decide when their

hands should be up or down.

Use the same procedure with two or three other melodies (e.g.,

"Did You Ever See a Lassie?," "Down by the Station," "Old

MacDonald").

Flay a recording of Schuman's "The Happy Farmer" and ask the

students to indicate when the phrases come back by raising

their hands, as before, or by pointing in a given direction.

Flay a recording of a song like "Goin' Out of My Head" and ask

the students to raise their hands whenever the title phrase

comes back to the melody.

Using the procedures described in the preceding experiences,

teach the class the first eight measures of Mozart's Eine

Kleine Nacht Malik. Have the students hum the melody and clap

the rhythm. Then play a recording of this movement and have

them raise their hands whenever they hear "our song" or "our

phrase."

Discuss the first notes (the triad) of Bach's Violin Concerto

in E, humming them, clapping their rhythm, playing them on the

piano, etc. Then play a recording of the work and ask the

students to raise their hands whenever "our three notes" come

back. This might be done like a treasure hunt, in which the

students "take a journey through the music" to find "our three

notes."
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A record player and a record-
ing of Schuman's AZbum
for the Young, Op. 68

Mozart's Eine Kleine Naoht
Musik (Victor LM-1102)

Bach's VioZin Concerto in E
(Victor 114-1818)



Objective Learning Experience Resource;

The student demonstrates
his perception of sec-
tional divisions in a
given piece of music
either by a change in
body position or by a
verbalization at the
change of section.

The student demonstrates
his perception of theme
and variation form in a
given piece of music by
saying the word theme
when the theme is being
played, and the word
change when a variation
is being played,

A similar procedure might be
the song to the class. Then
0 Tannenbaum" as the "hidden
stand whenever they hear the
between phrases.

used with "0 Tannenbaum." Teach
--using the phrase "0 Tannenbaum,
treasure" --have the students
phrase and sit during the interim

Play the song "0 Tannenbaum." Ask the students to sit during
the first eight measures and stand during the following four,
or otherwise indicate their recognition of the difference in
the two sections. If necessary, point out the fact that the
second section is nothing like the first. Repeat the procedure
with a song like "Jingle Bells," having the students sit during
the chorus and stand during the verse, in alternate fashion.

The following experience has been designed for use with the
song "All Things Should Perish From Under the Sky," but --like
the other activities in this unit --the procedure can be
adapted for use with other selections.

- Play the song twice on the piano.

- Then play it a third tine, having the students:

(s) hum the first four measures,

(b) Ciaten to the next two measures, and

(c) hum the last four measures.

- Call the first four measures "our phrase."

- Then play the song through again and have the
students raise their hands or otherwise indicate
when they hear "our phrase."

Using a simple, familiar song like "TWinkle, TWinkle, Little
Star," help the students to compose variations with repeated
notes, dotted rhythms, etc. Then play a variation on the piano
and ask the students whether you have played the original song
or a change, a variation of it.

Repeat the procedure with other simple melodies, perhaps
"nursery rhymes."

S6

10 Tannenbaum"

"0 Tannenbaum"

"Jingle Bells"

"All Things Should Perish
Prom Under the Sky"



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to arrange
melodic phrases in such
a way that the first
and last phrases end
on a tonic note and are
identical.

Using an appropriate recording such as Dave Brubeck's "Take
Five," play the main theme and familiarize the students with
it. Perhaps they can hum it. Then play the recording through
and have the students identify the theme and variations by say-
ing the word theme when they hear the theme, and the word
change when they hear a variation.

Use the same procedure with a selection like the last movement
of Schubert's Trout Quintet.

Compose a series of short melodic phrases, one of which ends on
a tonic note. The others should be usable as complementing
phrases. Label your pbrases with numbers or letters, teach
them to the class, and then have the students experiment by
arranging them in different ways.

Divide the students into groups, and assign to each --or have
each group select --a phrase for its own. Experiment with

different arrangements. Then ask each student to sing the
phrases in such a way that the first phrase comes back or is
repeated at the end of the melody.
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A record player and appropriate
recordings such as Dave
Brubeck's "Take Five," from
his Colmbia album Time Out

Schubert's Trout Quintet
(Columbia MS-6473)
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Henry A. Emmans
New York State School for the Blind
Brilavia, New York

Goal: Increasea appreciation and enjoyment of choral music

Objective Learning Experience

Visually Impaire

Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
a knowledge of range,
breath control, dy-
namics, and tone
quality in a warmup
procedure.

w_

The student demonstrates
accurate performance
of choral music, in-
cluding difficult spots,

The student demonstrates
the ability to learn a
new section by rote.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perform
work learned in a pre-
vious rehearsal with
accuracy.

Have the students sing several exercises from a collection of
warmup materials. Then have them sing a familiar phrase or
two which lies well within the range of each section at dif-
ferent volume levels.

Have each section sing its part slowly by itself, the students
following their copies of words or words and music. If the
range presents a problem, the tenors might sing their part in
a key a fifth or an octave lower at first, and then in the
original key. Then have all four sections sing the passage
together at a slow tempo.

Have the students listen to a reading of the words in the mea-
sures to be learned. Then play and sing a few notes or a short
phrase for the sopranos, and have them sing the line several
times as you play it for them on the piano. Develop the alto,
tenor, and bass parts in the same individual manner, asking
each section to sing with the preceding sections as soon as it
knows its own part. Once the basses have learned their part,
all four sections can sing the passage together.

Have the students listen to a reading of the words in the pas-
sages to be reviewed. Then have each section listen carefully
as its part is played and sung, and then sing the part as you
play it on the piano. Pay particular attention to the dynamic
levels, attacks and releases, and tone quality. Then have the
entire group sing together. Rehearse mithout the use of
braille copies as soon as possible, and begin to develop a
"professionalism" in the group by concentrating on such things
as breathing after the release of the pitch chord, etc.
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A piano

Frederick H. Haywood's
Vniversa Song, Vol. I

SChirmer, Inc.),
pp. 4, 6, and 8

M. Lampell and E. Robinson s
The Lonesome Train (Sun
MUsic Co., Inc.), pp. 59-

Braille copies of words and
music

Same as above, plus The Lone
some Train, p. 89 to the
end

A piano

The Lonesome Train, pp. SS-S

Braille copies of words and
music

A piano

The Lonesome Train, pp. 7-11

Braille copies of words and
music

Robert Ege's The Ninety-sigh
Psalm (Overbrook School f
the Blind)
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Janet D. Fryling

New York State School for the Blind
Batavia, New York

Goal: Development of poise, self-confidence, and personal satisfaction

Objective

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing
with good posture,
breath control, and
ea:e of tone pro-
duction.

The student demonstrates
that he has memorized
the aria which had been
previously assigned.

The student demonstrates

a knowledge of the plot
of the opera from which
the aria is takegi.

Have the student review the basic principles of singing (cor.
rect posture, breath control, consistency of tone) while
singing basic vocalises. These may be devised by the teacher
or drawn from texts Lich as that listed in the resource column:
but in either case, the exercise should fit the needs of the
individual student. In the course of this activity, have him:

- Concentrate on producing a consistent tone quality while
singing vowels on a single pitch;

- Add explosive consonants to the vowels; and

- Maintain the same tone quality and pronunciation of
vowels while singing up and down scales.

Have the student sing the aria from beginning to end while you
or an accompanist plays for him. The use of an accompanist is
preferable, since it enables the teacher to concentrate more
fully on the student's problems. Then:

- Help the student to pronounce the words correctly,
either by demonstrating them yourself or by playing
a recording of the aria by a professional soloist.

- Remind the student of the pure vowel sounds he pro-
duced while vocalizing, and explain that he must use
the same ease and naturalness in singing the words of
the aria.

Oescribe the shape of the mouth required for each of
the vowel sounds, and shape the student's mouth for
him if he finds it difficult to do so himself.

Ask the student to tell the story of the opera, relating the
aria he has learned to the work as a whole.
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Visually Impaired
Advanced

Resource

A piano and Van A. Christy's
Ixpressive Singing
(Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown, 1961)

Milton Cross' The New;
Comptete Stories of the
Great Operas (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday & Co.,
Inc., 1955)



Objective Learning Experience Resource
01111.11411M11111111 M1111MIM

1111.111111101111=01

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing
the aria with appro-
priate emotional
expression.

The student demonstrates
the ability to sing an
aria with consistent
tone production, good
diction, appropriate
expression, and poise.

Encourage the student to determine the emotional aspects of the
aria by himself. Then ask him to express these aspects through
his own voice as he sings the aria. Tape his performance, and
have him listen to the recording and evaluate his efforts.
Does he feel that he has achieved the effects he intended to
achieve? If so, where and how? If not, where and why not?
Continue to work with the student in this manner until both he
and you are satisfied with the result.

Help the student to develop a relaxed stage presence.

- If he has an awkward stance, place him in a more
desirable position.

- Be sure that his arms are in a comfortable and
flattering position.

- If he holds his head too high or too low, adjust it.

Remind him of these corrections, but in a way that helps him to
relax rather than to become even more conscious of himself.

When he is ready, have him perform first for a studio recital
and then for a regular recital.
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A tape recorder



John E. Grapka
New York State School for the Blind
Batavia, New York

Goal: Development of skills and appreciations for ensemble technique

Objective Learning Experience

Visually Impaired
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play an
orchestral instrument
with precision and
accuracy.

Select a scale and have the entire orchestra play detached
whole notes up and down, then half notes, and finally quarter
notes. These can be played in different styles, with different
phrasing, different rhythmic patterns, and different articula-
tion. Point out that the initial attack and release must be
simultaneous.

Set the tempo and style by counting. For example, in 4/4 time,
count (in tempo) "One - two - ready - play," and have the or-
chestra enter on the next beat. In 3/4 time, count "One -
ready - play"; and in 2/4 time, "Ready - play." Depending
upon the composition, it is not always necessary to count a
whOle neasure. With discretion, the conductor can simplify
this technique. For example, music that is to be played in a
fast tempo may require a subdivided count in order to initiate
verbal preparation. In 2/4 time, such a count may take the
form of "One - and - ready - play," or "One - and - two - and."

Set the style either by crisp,precise counts for staccato play-
ing or by varying the length of the counts for a greater degree
of legato playing.
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Si

Appropriate selections, such
as Lehar-Wright's "Gold
and Silver Waltz" (Carl
Fischer), Anderson's
"Belle of the Ball" (Mills
Music Co.), and Beethoven
"TUrkish March" (Oliver
Ditson Co.) listed in 1969
NYSSMA Manual

Appropriate selections, such
as Prokofieff-Perry's
"March" from The Love of
Three Oranges (Boosey $
Hawkes) and Strauss'
"Pizzicato Polka" (Boesey
$ Hawkes) for a staccato
style, and Debussy-Issac's
"En Bateau" (Carl Fischer
Inc.) for a legato style



Objective Learning Experience
Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
with good intonation.

Rap a stick for attention, give the students enough time to get
ready, and begin counting for the orchestra to make its
entrance. If the time lapse between the signal and the count-
ing is either too short or too long, the entrance will be
ragged.

Repeat playing the first note of the composition several times
until a feel for attacking with precision has been developed.

Help the students to develop a natural psychological response
following a hold or a break in the music by singing or play-
ing the passage. Such entrances may be based on or related
to a natural breathing response rather than to a rigid count-
ing.

On a hold or on the last chord, it may be necessary to decide
exactly how long the note must be held and to have each student
count to himself in older that the release be effected simul-
taneously. Point out that each tone has a beginning, a dura-
tion, and an end.

Demonstrate rubato passages by singing or playing and then hav-
ing the students play these repeatedly until they have de-
veloped a sense for them.

Point out that each member of an orchestra or ensemble must
listen to what the other members are doing and anticipate their
actions in order to achieve a simultaneous response.

Have the orchestra play scales in unison for warmup. (C scale,
for example)

Select slow, sustained music to give the students time to hear
their pitch.

Impress on the students the need to become sensitive and pitch-
conscious by listening to the others while playing and by com-
pensating for factors affecting intonation (e.g., temperature,
embouchure, slipping pegs).
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Appropriate selections, such
as Schubert-Weaver's
fiteamunde Overture (Wills
Mimic Co.)

Appropriate selections, such
as Rodgers-Bourdon's
"South Pacific Selection"
(Williamson Music Co.)
and Lara's "Granada" (Pee
International Corp.)

Strauss -Winter's "Pizzicato
Polka" (Boosey $ Hawkes)

Appropriate selections, such
as Grieg-Roberts' "Last
Spring" (Carl Pischer)
and a Bach chorale, "0
Thou With Hate Surrounded"
from Bach Suite #2 (G.
Schirmer Inc.)



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to play
with musical expression.

The student demonstrates
the necessary ability
to memorize orchestral
music.

Have the students play a g minor chord and bring their atten-
tion to the fact that the 3d must be slightly lowered. Then

have them play a D 7th chord and show that the f# or leading
tone must be raised slightly.

Point out that in orchestral playing there is a significant
difference in the pitch of enharmonic tones.

Do not compromise with pitch. Record rehearsals. Then play

them back and point out discrepancies.

Point out that the usual tendency is to play as loud as one
can, to "punch out" notes and "whomp" or accent phrase endings.
Help the students to understand that it is necessary to hold
some energy in reserve to meet later increased demands. Then
make them aware of contrast by having them make their crescen-
dos and diminuendos graduallhavoiding gross exaggeration of
dynamics.

Whenever they encounter a lyrical melody that requires a feel-
ing of flow, have the students play it as if they were singing

it.

Secondary or supporting parts must be subdued and the students'
attention brought to the important part by saying, "Listen to
the violins" or "Listen to the clarinet solo" -.Tay to enhance
their part." Record rehearsals and point out these parts.

While the students are playing, indicate all dynamic and tempo
changes-- in fact, all directions should be given verbally.
This means that not only must they listen to themselves and to
each other, but also to the conductor.

Play a recording or a tape of the composition for the students,

if one is available.
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Tape or cassette recorder

Appropriate selections, such
as Bach's "Jesu Joy of
Man's Desiring" (Carl
Fischer) listed in 1969
NYSSMA Manual

Appropriate selections, such
as MOzart's "Shepherd
King Overture" (Boosey 4
Hawkes)

Appropriate selections, such
as Schubert-Weaver's
Roeamunde Overture
(Mills Music Co.) and
Rodgers-Muller's "Sound of
Music Selection"

Tape or cassette recorder

Tape or record player



Objective Learnin Ex erience

e student demonstrates
the ability to play
rhythmic patterns
accurately.

Have a braille copy made oE each part. If unavailable, then
have a sighted person dictate the part to the student or ask
a volunteer to braille the music.

Make a cassette recording of the isolated parts, and of the
isolated part combined with sone other part or chordal accom-
paniment.

Point out patterns such as repeated measures and sections or
similar phrase, fingering, and sequence or melodic patterns.

Help the students to become aware of the relationship between
notes of varying durations. Encourage them to consciously sub-
divide their counting in more complicated rhythns
dotted notes. As they play, the conductor may also subdivide
the beat verbally or by tapping.

Help them to distinguish between rhythns based on duple and
triple subdivisions such as .17y and
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Resource

Perkins braille writer and
braille paper

Braille nusic available from
Howe Press of the Perkins
School fOr the Blind, 175
N. Beacon St., Watertown,
Mass. 02172; the Division
for the Blind and Physi-
cally Handicapped, Library
of Congress, Washington,
D.C. 20542; and the
American Printing House for
the Blind, 1839 Frankfort
Ave., Louisville, Ky. 40206

Cassette recorder

Appropriate selections, such
as Chopin-Gordon's "Le
Petit Ballet" (Shapiro-
Bernstein) listed in 1969
NYSSMA Manual

Appropriate selections, such
as Verdi-Seredy's "March
from Aida" (Carl Fischer),
E. Coates' "Knighcsbridge
March" (Chappell $ Co.,
Inc.), and Debussy-Issac's
"En Bateau" (Carl Fischer,
Inc.)



Sister Rose Marie Brick
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
Buffalos New York

Goal: Improvement of sound perception through auditory and tactile stimuli

Objective Learning Experience

Deaf and Severely Hard of Hearing
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
an awareness of the
presence of sound and
the pleasure it can
produce.

The student demonstrates
the ability to respond
to sound in an appro-
priate way.

The student demonstrates
the ability to use
sounds for communi-

cation.

Have the children lie full length on the floor near a record
player with an amplifier placed on the floor. Increase the
volume of pleasing music that the children can feet throughout
their bodies. Then turn the record off suddenly, and have the
children respond by saying "Stop." After each response, ask
the group to move farther from the source of sound. In this
way, the children will be required to develop a greater amount
of perceptual attention each time.

Give a small drum to one of the children and encourage him to
tap it when he hears sound. Then give another drum to another
pupil and repeat the procedure until the entire group is in-
volved and responding.

Let the children play a variation of Cowboys and Indians by
hiding behind the piano or amplifier and emerging in creative
response to sound.

Encourage the younger children to sit on top of the piano as
you play and respond to the music by singing, covering their
eyes, moving in a particular way, etc. A number of activities
of this type might be created to meet the particular interests,
needs, and characteristics of the children in the group.

Sound a definite rhythm on a low-pitched percussion instrument
and have each child respond to the beat with his entire body
and then freeze, holding his position and maintaining his
balance and muscular control until the next beat. Encourage
creative movements and an artistic style.

Give instruments to a group of two or three children and have
them strike the instruments as they jump, and then turn or
crouch in alternating fashion. Experiences of this type tend

to improve listening and kinesthetic integration and should
therefore be repeated in various forms.
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A record player and amplifier;
a floor which conducts
sound vibration; and a
low-pitched recording, such
as U.S.A. on the March
(Kitbo, 2030)

Teacher-made drums from can-
isters, and low-pitched
piano music or a record-
ing such as Children'e
March or 2he Rhythm Hour
(CC 615.1)

Any low-pitched recording or
improvised piano music

A piano and low-pitched, but
rhythmic piano music

A low-pitched percussion in-
strument such as a hand
drum, a gong, or cymbals

Classroom percussion instru-
ments



Sister Rose Marie Brick
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
Buffalo, New York

Goal: Increased awareness of rhythmic and stress patterns

Objective Learning Experience

Deaf and Severely Hard of Hearing

Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
an awareness of fast
and slow tempos by
corresponding body
responses.

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize and interpret
simple basic rhythms.

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize a rhythmic phrase
and to repeat a given
pattern.

The student demonstrates
the ability to create
an appropriate rhythmic
response to a given
phrase.

Associate fast and slow tempos with a hobby horse and a
stuffed elephant. Then give the toys to the children and have
them use these or other animals to interpret contrasting tempos
in the rhythms of a hand drum, a melody played on the piano, a
recording, or spoken syllables. Use a variety of animals and
appropriate childhood experiences to illustrate contrasting
tempos.

Focus on the coordination necessary for skipping, hopping, and
galloping --and associate these activities with specific
rhythms on a drum and a piano. Then play a recording and let
the children feel the amplifier. Have them execute the rhythms
of the record both in sequence and in scrambled form until they
achieve some degree of skill; and then play a group game,
starting the action when the record starts and holding at the
end of each band. Maintaining an atmosphere of fun, you might
vary the game by eliminating those who move, slide, tumble, or
otherwise fail to be "statues" between bands.

With the children sitting in a semicircle around you, clap
seven even beats --counting aloud to each child in turn and
encouraging him to clap with you and then to imitate what you
have done. When each child is able to imitate your seven even
beats exactly, introduce eighth notes in various positions
within the phrase and have the children echo each of the new
patterns that result.

Once the children have developed skill in echoing rhythmic
patterns, introduce a question and answer game in which the
children respond with individualized rhythmic "answers" to the
"questions" you clap.
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Toy animuls and piano music

"The Ponies" (p. 58) and
"Jumbo" (p. 63), from
Disoovering Music, Book II

A recording such as Vol. I of
Adventures in Rhythm
(CC 623)



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize 2/4, 3/4, 4/4,
and 6/8 meters aurally.

The student demonstrates
the ability to produce
2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and
6/8 meters on simple
instruments.

Ili student demonstrates
the ability to in-
terpret 2/4, 3/4, 4/4,
and 6/8 meters through
appropriate body
movements.

The student demonstrates
the ability to shift
accent in a given
rhythmic pattern.

With the children standing around you at the piano, improvise
with selected meters until each child can recognize the dif-
ferences between them. Reinforce their understanding by using
these same meters on drums where the Children can "see" them.

Encourage the children to execute these rhythms on a variety
of simple instruments with counting or syllables in their own
levels of speech as accompaniment.

Encourage the children to perform or interpret selected meters
with creative body movements.

This type of experience might be either preceded or followed
by an exercise with rhythm poles. Bring two 8-foot poles
down on the floor in rhythmic sequence, moving them apart on
the first beat and bringing them together on those that follow
while the children hop between the poles or on either side of
them accordingly.

Play two chords on the piano, accenting the first, and elicit
a vocal response first from the class as a whole and then from
each student individually. Repeat the procedure, this time
with the accent on the second chord, and encourage the children
to illustrate their concepts on the chalkboard or through any
other creative device.

Employ similar procedures with other meters (e.g one two
three, one too three, one two three), and have the children
produce the accent patterns vocally, using a microphone, while
their classmates listen to and fee4 the sound at the amplifier.
Transfer these rhythmic and stress patterns to wo..4s, phrases,
and sentences appropriate for the educational level of the
children in the group. A Language Master and commercially
produced materials or cards made by the teacher and/or the
students can be used effectively in this type of activity.
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A piano

Making Maio !Our OWnsBook
2, p. 100 ff.

Maio for Young Americans,
Book 3, p. 16 ff. and
p. 90 ff.

Classroom instruments

A piano, classroom instruments
recordings, etc.

Rhythm poles

A piano, a microphone, an
amplifier, a Language
Mister, and assorted
materials



Sister Rose Marie Brick
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
Buffalo, New York

Goal: Improvement of listening, kinesthetic integration, and group activity skills

Objective Learnin, Experience

Deaf and Severely Hard of Hearing
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
an understanding of
music and movement as
an esthetic form of
communication.

The student demonstrates
the ability to use the
rhythm of a song as the
basis for interesting
rondo forms.

Gradually form a group in the center-of the room by engaging
the pupils in conversation, one at a time. Then slowly in-

crease the size of the circle and begin to substitute sweeping,

artistic gestures and free movement for words. Encourage the
children to take turns as in conversation, thus creating a form
of comuunicat!.on through simple, graceful movement.

Encourage the older pupils to express such universal human
emotions as joy and sorrow, beauty and ugliness, anger and call;
love and hate, alienation and friendliness, etc. and their own
released or unreleased feelings through spontaneous creative
interpretation. Proceed from small, ball-like forms on the
floor to large, dramatic movements on all levels and in all
directions; and vary the activity from solo to group perfor-
mance, or the reverse. Since the pupils' own rhythm and in-
terpretation form the substance of the experienoettlittle. if
any, music is required.

Tell the children a story such as "The Sleeping Princess."
Show them pictures as you tell it, and encourage discussion.
Then tell the same story again, this time having the children
supply appropriate sound effects (e.g., the sound of a gong to
signal the beginning, castanets when the characters walk,
glissandos on the glockenspiel for the voice of the princess,
scratching noises on the tambourine for the voice of the witch,
or tapping on rhythm sticks to indicate the passage of time).

Select a song such as "Rain, Rain" and teach the words, the
rhythm, and the style at the piano.

- Then ask the children to close their eyes, turn their
backs, or otherwise demonstrate that they recognize
contrasting phrases.

- Let them "play" the rhythm on the piano.
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Adaptations of "Dance-a-
Story," from The Magio
ofhtusio, Book 2, p.
167 ff.

A piano and a song such as
"Rain, Rain," from Mak-
ing Maio Your Own,
Book I



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to partici
pate in the develop-
ment of a rhythmic
rondo.

The student demonstrates
the ability to partici
pate in planning a
movement rondo.

The student demonstrates
the ability to create
simple orchestration
in rondo form.

- Divide the class into two groups and have them clap the
rhythm to the accompaniment of speech.

- Have the children dramatize the song.

- And when they have gtasped the rhythmic structure of the
song, let one of the children sing at the microphone,
then another and another until the entire class hag been
included in the experience.

Deaf children need this type of speedh and rhythmic reinforce-
ment.

Have the pupils develop a rhythmic rondo with creative gestures
and body movements, alone or in combination. The A section
might be performed by the entire group and specific episodes
or verses, by individual students. Guidelines adapted from the
Orff Method are useful for this activity.

Use the children's rhythmic and speech patterns as material for
developing a movement rondo. Suggest simple steps and con-
trasting patterns based on the now familiarABACAform, but
avoid prepared steps and patterns as much as possible. Encour-
age the children to improvise their own, mid show them the way
by improvising accompaniment on the piano or adapting a suit-
able record.

Using familiar rhythmic, speedh, and movement patterns, help
the children to develop a simple orchestration. Drums -.par-
ticularly a low C and G tympani be helpful in maintain-
ing the basic pulse. Other usefill instruments include the
alto glockenspiel, the alto xylophone, the soprano xylophone,
tambourines, cylahals, and triangles. The pentatonic scale is
preferable for this activity, the number of tones used depend-
ing upon the children's capabilities. The A section might
consist of a 4- or 8-bar orchestration, with interim episodes
expressed in creative gestures and movements by individual
students accompanied by the teacher on a recorder. The results
will probably be far from perfect, but the pleasure and self-
esteem the children derive from "making music together" is well
worth the effort.
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-2. 9

Microphone equipment

"The Rhythmic and Melodic
Rondo," from Doreen
Hall's Teacher's Manual
for Orff-Sohuhverk Musi
far Children, p. 25

A recording such as Folk
Lances Pkiam *my Lands
(Rhythms Production, CC
607)

Adaptations from Orff.
SohuDyerk Music, for
Children, Book I, p. 58

Tympani, a recorder, and
other instruments
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Blanche D. Baldwin
Rochester School for the Deaf

1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York

Goal: Voice improvement

Objective
Learning Experience

Deaf

Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to control
his breath and to in-
crease his breath span.

The student demonstrates
proper tongue placement
and control.

The student demonstrates
flexibility of the

lips.

Demonstrate and point to the dharts for the following exercises.

Then have the students repeat the exercises with you.

Exercise for the development of breath control and increased

breath span:

- Syllable 0 - tempo 6/8
(improvised chords may be used)

fa fa fa fa fa fa
g sustained for five counts

- Other syllables g, fe; procedtre - same as above

Exercise for proper tongue placement and control:

- Long vowels - tempo 6/8

aiiai
Exercise for flexibility of the lips:

- Tempo 2/4 - steady, becoming more rapid

- The movement of the lips should be exaggerated.

il 11 a 4 a

- Repeat eight times.
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A piano (the students must
Aace their hands on the
piano)

Charts with the voice exer-
cises written on them

The singing voice of the
teacher

Hearing aids, both individ-
ual and group aids



Objective Learnin Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the development of
resonance.

The student demonstrates
the ability to project
his voice.

The student demonstrates
the ability to recog-
nize and change the
pitch of his voice.

Exercise for resonance, TVAK Method:

- Tempo 3/4

1 2 3
M --

M --

m --
m

n

n

1 2 3

MUM MUM mum

ma (sustained for 2 and 3)

mil (sustained for 2 and 3)

mi (sustained for 2 and 3)

ni ni ni

nb na na

- Repeat each series three times.

Exercise for voice projection:
(improvised chords are good )

- Tempo 2/4 - quick

w5 w5 w5 w5 w5 w5 w5 w5

wg wg wg wg Wi wi wi

- Repeat all twice.

Exercise for changekof pitch. (On the octave. I prefer 13
b

below middle C to B" above because it is more in the speaking

range.)

(Accurate change)

Above B
b

ice
44"

Low B
b

Bigh 13!)

4 0
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TVAK Method

T = Tactile

V = Visual

A = Auditory

K = Kinesthetic

Teacher-made chart of the
diagram in the opposite
column



Objective Learning Experience Resource

These exercises can be done in the classroom without a piano.

Have the student feel the piano for the change from low to high
or from high to low. Let him feel your face and the piano as
you demonstrate the change.

Some students will produce accurately. Others will give a fair
approximation, and still others will not succeed at all. A few
will be able to give a change on the third and fifth and then
do the complete octave. It has been found that individual work
on pitch and inflection is necessary and worthwhile for those
few students who are able to achieve it.

Note

Change of pitch is used to alleviate the monotonous voice
quality of the deaf student. It is introduced in the earliest
stages of the child's voice development.
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Blanche D. Baldwin
Rochester School for the Deaf

1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York

Goal: Development of:

Fluent, rhythmic, natural speech, and

An appreciation and enjoyment of music

Objective Learning Experience..

Deaf
Intermediate
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
the teacher.

The student demonstrates
the ability to deter-
mine the number of
syllables and the
accented syllable.

The student demonstrates
the ability to deter-
mine the number of
syllables played and
the accented syllable,
and to speak the word
with fluency.

The student demonstrates
recognition of the
symbols and uses them
when speaking.

Teach each student the speech of new songs, using a singing
voice to establish the tempo. Do one line of the song at a
time. Have the student place his hand on your cheek to Ael
the production of your speech. Use amplification. Ask the

student to imitate your speech pattern.

Work with the student on new and difticult vocabulary. Elicit

from him the number of syllables in a word and the accented
syllable.

Reinforcement of vocabulary at the piano is useful because it
gives fluency to the word. Play a chord for each syllable in
the word, and emphasize the chord for the primary accented
syllable. Then ask these questions:

- "How many syllables did you hear or feel?"

- "Which syllable is accented?"

Then say:

- "Speak the word with the piano."

Mark the phrasing, the stop consonants, stop-glides, emphasis,

and inflection on the song chart with the following symbols:

Stop consonant 0

Stop-glide 0.0/

Emphasis

Inflection up ..1 down -N

Phrasing
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Teacher-made charts of the
songs to be used

The group hearing aid

A piano

The student's own hearing aid

Vocabulary listed on the
blackboard

Teacher-made charts with the
symbols and examples



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to use
instruments.

Examples:

Harks the herald angelving
0

Mentowil)thingell be Fes
You coax the blues right out of the horn, MAme

ledge thee my allegiance

Vote:

The following items are an integral part of all speech work
with the deaf and are usually taught in speech class as
specific units:

- Syllabification and accent in words

- Phrasing, emphasis, intonation, and inflection

- Assimilation of syllables in words and of words
in context for a flowing production of speech

Music is a valuable aid in developing the phases of speech
identified above.

Using one or another of the instruments listed in the resource
column, demonstrate the single beat and the triplet. Count
the tempo. Have the student imitate your performance until
he achieves some degree of success.

Demonstrate the concepts of loud and soft on the bongo drums,
again counting the tempo. Have the student imitate your per-
formance, following the count and responding to clues.

Demonstrate the correct way of playing the finger cymbals,
triangles, castanets, and maracas. Count the tempo, and give
the students a cue when the instruments are to be used for
sound effects.
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4.1

Rhythm instruments such as
snare and bongo drums,
finger cymbals, triangles,
handle castanets, maracas,
bells, slide and train
whistles, etc.

A record player and the group
hearing aid, a recording
of "The Little Drummer
Boy" to illustrate the use
of the snare drum, and a
tape recorder with a tape
of the drum beat used to
accompany the song



Objective Learning Experience Resource

Establish a "Record Period." A record period is very valuable
for reinforcement of songs and for building up tempo. The
students usually have favorite songs in the three categories
identified in the resource column and will request that these
be played at the piano during the record period.

Note:

I have found that choral speaking in unison to musical rhythm
is to the majority of deaf students what singing is to a hear-
ing child. Although the deaf student does not sing, he derives
enjoyment and speech improvement through this activity. There-
fore, any teacher of a group of deaf pupils will find that
choral speaking is ...a important means for developing flowing
speech instead of st. .ed speech.

Sheet music and recordings of:

Current popular tunes

"Getting To Know You"
"Time for Livinl"
"Downtown"
"It's a Grand Night for
Singing"

"On a Clear Day"
"Do-Re-Mi"
"Raindrops Keep Palling
on My Head"

"Those Were the Days"
"Edelweiss"
"I Want To Be Happy"
"The Ballad of the Green

Berets"
"Good Morning Starshine"
"Mame"

Patriotic songs

"This Is My Country"
"America"
"The Battle Hymn of the
Republic"

"This Land Is Your Land"

Hymns

"The Little Drummer Boy"
You Hear What I Hear?"

"Harks The Herald Angels
Sing"

"We Three Kings of Orient
Are ft

"The Christmas Story"



Blanche O. Baldwin
Rochester School for the Deaf
1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York

Goal: Development of confidence, poise, a feeling of accomplishment, and the ability to dance

Objective Learning Experience

De
Intermediat
Advanced

Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to imitate
the teacher's foot
movements.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perform
a part of the step.

The student demonstrates
the ability to follow
the steps while speak-
ing the foot movements
at the same time.

The student demonstrates
the ability to follow
the whole step and ap-
pro.imates the arm
movements.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perform
the step independently.

Demonstrate a complete step before the students several times,
speaking the foot movements. Then have the students imitate
your performance. If they have difficulty with a portion of
the step, break the step down.

Repeat part of a step, speaking the foot movements as you do
them, and have the students imitate as before.

Example:

Step - right foot
Shuffle-ball-change - left foot
Toe-tap - left foo.,
Heel-tap - right foot

The procedure should be repeated several times. At this point,
music is not necessary, but the rhythm of the step should be
kept in mind.

Demonstrate the next part of the step, speaking the foot move-
ments, and have the students do the same.

Example:

Flap-ball-change - left foot
Toe-tap-back - right foot

Demonstrate the whole step twice, adding the arm movements.
The foot movements are spoken the first time, and the secone
time the step is counted. The tempo is slow. Have the stu-
dents dance the whole step with you several times, approximat-
ing the arm movements and counting.

Dance in front of the students until you feel that they are
ready to perform independently. Each student must be able to
do the step by himself.
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A piano

The group and individual
hearing aids

A portable record player w
a recording of the musi
to be used

The teacher's knowledge of
the dance and music from
personal experience



Ob ective

The student demonstrates

the ability to dance

the step with musical

accompaniment.

The student demonstrates
the ability to suggest
creative ideas regard-
ing the ending of a
routine after it has

been learned.

The student demonstrates
the ability to achieve
accuracy in foot and

arm movements in a
dance routine when per-
forming to music at a
slower tempo.

Learnin Ex erience
Resource

Dance the step to the music at a reduced tempo with the stu-

dents. The music is extremely helpful. Have the students

follow your actions twice and then perform the step on their

own. Count for the students.

When one or two steps have been learned, the others will come

more easily. Both the spoken movements of the steps and the

counting establish the rhythmic pattern. Repetition is neces-

sary.

Practice a routine with the students until each one has mas-

tered it. In a performance, continue to direct the movements

by counting the tempo.

Elicit ideas from the students regarding the ending of a

routine. This type of student participation indicates their

enthusiasm and produces a more exciting routine.

The same procedures are used for pupils at various levels and

maturity. Naturally, the materials would vary as to degree of

difficulty: the simple and basic fundamentals of dance for

primary (approximate beginning age 7), gradually leading into

the more difficult as the basic fundamentals are learned.

A tape recorder is very useful when the music being used for a

dance has been taped at a reduced tempo from a professional

record player. To achieve the desired tempo and expression,

use music that has been taped from a piano. This is particu-

larly helpful for interpretive dance.

..-.
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A tape recorder and appro-
priate musical selections



Carol Matteson
Crotched Mountain School of
Greenfield, New Hampshire

Goal: Improvement of auditory

Objective

Special Education

discrimination

Learning Experience

Multiple Handicapped
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
an awareness of the
difference between
sound and silence.

The student demonstrates
the ability to differ-
entiate between a
speaking tone and a
singing tone.

The student demonstrates
the ability to differ-
entiate between loud
and soft tones.

Have the children sit as quietly as possible, with their eyes

closed, to experience the "sound and feeling" of silence. Then

make a series of noises by scratching, shuffling, tapping,

etc. .with intervening periods of silence.

With the children in the same position as before (seated

quietly, eyes closed), sustain a sound for a moderate length

of time and ask them to move their arms or heads so long as

they can hear the sound. Repeat the procedure often, but be

sure that each sound sequence has a clear beginning and a clear

end.

Have the children move freely about the room so long as they

hear a designated sound. When the sound stops, the children

should stop where they are.

With ambulatory children, you might play a variation of

"Musical Chairs," having them walk to the sound or music, and

sit when it stops.

Speak the name of one of the children and ask him to do the

save. Then sing his name, and again ask him to do the same.

Repeat the procedure with the other children in the class.

Using imitation or a question-and-answer routine, establish a

dialog with the children which alternates between speaking and

singing. Later, one of the children might take the lead.

Speak or sing a child's name in a very loud or a very soft

tone, and ask him to do the same. Repeat the procedure with

the other children, varying the use of loud and soft tones.

Have the children listen to music and contrasting dynamics.

Ask them to spread their arms out to their sides when the music

becomes very loud, and place their hands together in front of

them when the music becomes soft.
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An instrument with a clear
sound, or appropriate class-
room materials

Improvised piano music or
appropriate recordings

Piano improvisation or appro-
priate recordings with clea
dynamic contrasts. "Walkin

Song," from Adventures in
Maio Series, VoLI, Gr.I
(Ginn Co.) RCA-Victor



Objective Learning Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
the ability to perceive
and reproduce a
specific tonal pitch.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perceive
and reproduce a phrase.

The student demonstrates
the ability to perceive
form in musical phrases.

Allow the children to experience a crescendo from a very soft
to a very loud tone, drawing their arms out as the music be-
comes louder. Then reverse the procedure with a decrescendo.

Choose a familiar song and have the children sing its phrases
loudly and then softly, in alternation. If the song is very
short, it may be sung through twice in alternately loud and
soft tones.

Have the children talk about things that make:

- Loud sounds (e.g., machines, traffic, balloons that
pop)

- Soft sounds (e.g., wind, rain, a cat that purrs)

- No sound (e.g., snow)

Illustrate these with pictures, drawings, etc.

Sing a series of short sentences in a conversational manner,
but on one tone. Encourage individual children to join you in
a "conversation," still in the same tone. When the chiliren
exhibit no difficulty with one tone, expand the conversation to
two or three tones, or more.

Prepare a single octave pentatonic scale for resonator bells.
Then with each child performing individually, have the children
play one or two tones on the resonator bells and either sing
conversationally, or sing a rhyme on the two tones as he plays
them. This may be expanded to include all five tones eventu-
ally.

Using songs with short passages that can be echoed, have both
the group and individual children echo the phrases. Nonverbal
children might echo a phrase on a neutral syllable or an open
vowel sound.

Play short, familiar songs and ask the children to label the
lines or phrases of each song with letters (e.g., the first
line or phrase, A; the second, B; the third, .). The ex-
perience might be reinforced with color diagrams of melody

lines in which a different color represents each letter.
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Same as above

Appropriate songs suzh as
''Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,"
"Freedom Land," etc.

A chalkboard and/or flannel-
board and pictures, draw-
ings, or magazine illus-
trations

Appropriate selections such
as "Freedom Land," "We're
on the Upward Trail," or
"When the Saints Go March-
ing In"

Appropriate selections such
as "All Through the Night,"
"My Lord, What a Morning,"
etc.



Objective Learning Experience Resource

Ask the children to make up motions to illustrate the form of
specific songs used in thc preceding activity.

Using recordings of short selections written in a clear form,
have the children listen carefully and diagram the form of a
given selection. Repeated listenings may be necessary.

If the activity proves to be too difficult, play a single,
prominent section of the piece and ask the children to listen
for repetitions of its theme.
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A piano should be used with
either melody lines or
exact harmony for each
identical line.

Recordings may also be used,
if the melody lines are
prominent and the harmony
exact.

Adventures in Music Series
(Ginn and Company) RCA-
Victcr



Carol Matteson
Crotched Mountain School of Special Education
Greenfield, New Hampshire

Goal: Improvement of motor coordination and both auditory and visual perception

Objective Learning Experience

Multiple Handicapped
Primary
Intermediate

Resource

The student demonstrates
his awareness of space
and his relation to it.

The student demonstrates
his perception of di-
rection in space from
both vertical and
horizontal positions.

Have the children move freely about the room. Instruct them to

walk any way they like, and to use up as much space as possible

without touching anyone else. The experience can be varied by
instructing the children to walk in specific ways -.backward,

sideways, with arms spread, etc. Nonambulatory children might

crawl, roll, or otherwise move in space.

Have the children remove their shoes and socks and lie flat on

the floor. Ask them to relax, to pretend that they are very

heavy, and to let the floor "hold" them. Then, quietly ask

them to move particular parts of their bodies --their toes,

ankles, fingers, wristssetc. --individually. It may be neces-

sary to help sone of the children to move these parts by

physically manipulating a given part for them.

With the children sitting or standing in a circle, introduce

singing games that will reinforce their perception of body

parts.

Have the children lie on the floor. Then ask them to move a

specific limb in a specific direction (e.g., "Move your right

arm to the right and back" or "Mbve the same arm up and down.")

This should be done to a specific count, the tempo of which

will depend upon the motor involvement of the children. Again,

it may be necessary to help certain children to manipulate

their limbs. If possible, have the children aid each other.

Improvised music is best, as the tempo of the music may be

easily altered. Work for a comfortable group tempo.
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Piano music or appropriate
recordings that will pro-
vide a relaxed atmosphere.
Avoid percussive improvi-
sations or recordings

Appropriate singing games such
as "Put Your Finger in the
Air," "Head, Shoulders,
Knees and Toes," "What's
That," etc., from Nordoff
and Robbins' Playeonge
(Theodore Presser Co.) or
"These Are Ry Ears," from

Educational fillythmioe
(Association Press)

Piano



Objective

Tne student demonstrates
his ability to co-
ordinate nutor skills
and visual perception.

The student demonstrates
his ability to retain
and imitate a sequence
of motions.

Learning Experience
Apr` /1.1

With the children sitting or standing in a circle, introduce
singing games to reinforce directionality.

Improvise a "puppet" game with the children by tying aural,
imaginary strings to specific body parts. Ask the children to
move only the "tied" parts. The body parts chosen will depend
upon the ambulatory ability of the children.

Have the children sit on the floor, facing you in an "Indian"
position, if possible. If not, any sitting position in which
the children can maintain balance will do. Then elowiy move
your upper limbs, trunk, head, etc., and have the children
copy your motions in mirror fashion. The movement should be
done to a clear count of four. Ambulatory children may con-
tinue this activity in a standing position.

Have the children choose partners and sit face to face. Ask
each pair of partners to decide who will lead and who will
mirror the motions. A slow definite count of four should be
used. Later, reverse the roles.

Have the children sit in a large circle, with a lot of
individual room. Ask one child to begin a slow, smooth motion
and the others to imitate his movements. When the first Child
has finished, have him gesture to the next to continue with
another motion. Repeat the procedure until everyone in the
circle has been both leader and follower. Work for a continu-
ity of smooth, flowing movements.

With the children facing you in a sitting position, introduce
simple finger play songs or stories. As soon as possible, let
the children lead the exercise, thus freeing you to help
specific children.
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asource

Dance," from Learning
Nauic Skins Through Muei
LT (Educational Activitie
Record No. AR-522)

Appropriate singing games su
as "Hokey Pokey"

"Flappy and Floppy," from
Dance-a-Story (Ginn and
Company) or improvised
piano music. The piano
is best because it allows
for tempo flexibility and
extra story parts the
children may create.

Improvised piano music or ap-
propriate recordings

Same as above

Improvised piano music or ap-
propriate recordings of
flowing, nonpercussive
music

Appropriate finger play songs
such as "Thumbkin" or
"Eensy Weensy Spider"

Improvised stories such as
"Lion Hunt"



Objective Learning. Experience Resource

The student demonstrates
visual and auditory
memory through motor
experiences.

The student demonstrates
his creative ability
and visual memory.

Have individual children present specific movements to a count
of four. The class might organize these movements into a
specific form or sequence (e.g., ABA or ABACA) which the group
might do together, either in a circle formation or with a
chosen leader.

Have the children organize 2-4 movements into specific forms
or sequences, and then do a sequence together until every
member of the class is comfortable with it. Then divide the
children into two groups and have them do the sequence in
canon form, possibly with two leaders. For example, they
might:

- Clap four beats,

- Use four beats to make a circle with their arms over
their heads, and

- Alternate movements between the two groups in canon form.

Have the children discuss the ways in which animals move, com-
paring and contrasting their movements with those of human
beings. Machines can also be used for this purpose. Then have
the children choose particular animals or machines and imitate
their movements.

Have the children listen to poems, songs, or stories which
involve moving things like leaves or trees or rain, and then
dramatize them in movement. Encourage them to create their
own poems, songs, and stories, and then dramatize them in
movement.
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Piano improvisation or appro
priate recorded music to
accompany the movement fo

Improvised music or musical
stories such as "Noah's
Ark," from Dance-a-Story
(Ginn and Company)

Ferris and Robbins' Educa-
tiona Rhythmics (Asso-
ciation Press)
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EVALUATION FORM

1. Please check the appropriate box for each session you attended.

Session I

Of Great Value Of Average Value Of Little Value

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
MENTALLY RETARDED
EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED

OM. .111.

41111.

41111.

111,

fl

Are the instructional units easily understandable and implementable by a music teacher or special education teacher?

Unit I Yes No Unit II Yes_ No_ Unit III Yes No

Comments:

EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED
HEARING IMPAIRED
MENTALLY RETARDED

I/0Mb

Imb

Session II

Are the instructional units easily understandable and implementable by a music teacher or special education teacher?

Unit I Yes No Unit II Yes_ No_ Unit III Yes_ No_

Comments:

Session III -- "How-To-Sessions"

Did you find the small group instructional unit planning sessions of any value?

Yes No

Comments:
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Comments:

Session IV

(Musical Program and Demonstration)

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
MENTALLY RETARDED
HEARING IMPAIRED

Of Great Value

OEM

Woo

Session V

Of Average Value Of Little Value

MOOD MM.

Are the instructional units easily understandable and implementable by a music teacher or special education teache

Unit I Yes_ No Unit II Yes_ No_ Unit III Yes No

Comments:

SEVERELY MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS IM

Session VI

M.
WOO M.

Are the instructional units easily understandable and implementable by a music teacher or special education teache

Unit I Yes_ No_ Unit II Yes No Unit III tes No

Comments:

2. Identify the most helpful aspect of the conference.

3. Identify suggestions to improve further conferences of this nature.

.1.1.011i,

4. Additional comments concerning conference length, program format, strengths, weaknesses, etc.
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EVALUATION REPORT

General Comments (Quotes)

Demonstrations and discussions for Special Education (rrainable) were outstanding and applicable for many classes.

It was inspiring, too, to see so many people interested in learning and improving their work in this vitally
important field.

I was overwhelmed with what all the sessions offered.

The fact that this type of child if motivated in the right way along with music can learn and want to learn.

It introduced new methods of teaching and inspired special and regular children to learn and advance.

Renewed dedication with encouragement to keep trying.

This was a marvelous means of communications between classroom teachers, music teachers, and resource persons.

It was a privilege to attend this workshop.

Some choices were most difficult to make. Don't have so many terrific sessions at one time.

Excellent conference in total; a firm commendation.

Very well planned and organized.

Excellent consultants and resource materials.

Make this an ANNUAL event.

We really need conferences like this one. It is the best one I've attended.

When is the next conference?

Many thanks for this opportunity. Let's have morel!

The units are a superb idea.

Greatly enjoyed the whole experience. Perfect for our needs.

There was considerable sharing in our group. It was very helpful.

This was one of the best run nitty-gritty inspiring conferences I have attended in the past 19 years.
Congratulations it was greats

It was inservice to music teachers, who have nothing in professional preparation for this type of instruction.

Extremely well-planned and thought out, with excellent clinicians and expert teachers.

The conference was not long enough for one to take advantage of the many worthwhile sessions and consultants

available.

This was the best conference I've yet attended.

This conference was tremendously valuable to me. I've even decided to change my field to music in special
education!
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Specific Responses (Tabulated)

VISUALLY IMPAIRED Kenneth Medema

Presentation

Of Great Value 6
Of Average Value-- 1

Of Little Value 0

MENTALLY RETARDED Herbert and Gail Levin

Presentation

Of Great Value 40
Of Average Value-18
Of Little Value 2

EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED Mrs. Elizabeth Polk

Presentation

Of Great Value 46
Of Average Value 4
Of Little Value 0

EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED Mrs. Grace Nash

Presentation

Of Great Value 24
Of Average Value-10
Of Little Value 5

HEARING IMPAIRED --Sister Rose Marie Brick

Presentation

Of Great Value 7
Of Average Value 4
Of Little Value 1

MENTALLY RETARDED .Richard Weber

Presentation

Of Great Value 17

Of Average Value 19
Of Little Value 16

Session I

Session II

92

Instructional Unite

I Yes 3 No 0
II Yes 3 No 0

III Yes 3 No 0

Instructional Unite

I Yes 35 No 0
II Yes 42 No 0

III Yes 30 No 0

Instructional Units

I Yes 43 No 0
II Yes 41 No

III Yes 42 No 1

Instructional Units

I Yes 25 No 0
II Yes 20 No 1

III Yes .1 19 No 1

Instructional Units

I Yes 5 No 0
II Yes 6 No 0

III Yes 4 No 1

Instructional Unite

I Yes 21 No 3

II Yes 10 No .3
III Yes 15 No 5



Session III

Participant reaction to small group "How-To-Sessions" --an exchange of ideas and assistance in the development of intional units, led by conference consultants.

Favorable reaction -.S3
Unfavorable reaction 14

Note: Reaction was dependent upon the ability of each group leader to involve the participants in discussion.

Session IV

(dusical Program and Demonstration)

Selected Comments

Note: No negative comments were expressed.

The demonstration was heartwarming and extremely motivating. To me, the most valuable aspect Of the program.
It makes one realize how much capacity these children have in spite of their blindness or deafness.
The concert was inspiring. The people who work with this type of child are to be congratulated.
The children were magnificent. These teachers are definitely the unsung heroes and heroines of music and speceducation.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED -.Mrs. Muriel Mooney

Presentation

Of Great Value 7
Of Average Value 1

Of Little Value 0

MENTALLY RETARDED Mrs. Alleen Fraser

Presentation

Of Great Value --4S
Of Average Value --19
Of Little Value 6

HEARING IMPAIRED --Mrs. Blanche Baldwin

Presentation

Of Great Value 13
Of Average Value 4
Of Little Value 0

Session V
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Instruotionai Units

I Yes 4 No 0
II Yes 3 No 0

III Yes I No 0

Instruationai Units

I Yes S5 No 0
II Yes SO No 0

III Yes 46 No 0

Instruotiona1 Units

I Yes 9 No 0
II Yes 6 No 0

III Yes 9 No 0



Session VI

SEVERELY MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED --Carol Matteson

Presentation

Of Great Value 5

Of Average Value 1

Of Little Value 2

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED AND BRAIN INJURED --Ruth Christiansen

Presentation

Of Great Value 65
Of erage Value 6
Of Little Value 0

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS Mrs. Theoda Vera Moretti

Presentation

Of Great Value 16

Of Average Value-- 2
Of Little Value 0

Instructional Unite

I Yes 5 No
II Yes S No

III Yes 5 No

Instructional Unite

I Yes 42 No
II Yes 41 No :

III Yes 33 No 1

Instructional Unite

I Yes 12 No --
II Yes -- 6 No --I

III Yes -- 8 No

A Synthesis of the Most Helpful Aspects of the Conference

Printed instructional units with specific resources and their implementation by consultants

Variety of handicapped areas represented

Exchange of ideas with professional colleagues

Demonstrations, rather than lecture-type format

Stimulation of creative thinking

Dissemination of information regarding the new MUSIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

"How-To-Sessions" .these are most valuable of all

Film sessions extremely valuable

Materials adaptable to various types of handicapped classes

Introducing the special education teacher to music resource materials

Suggestions To Improve Further Conferences

Schedule more small discussion groups

Replace keynote address with demonstrations

Hold a longer conference

Expand the exhibits to include catalogs, curriculum guides, movies, etc.

Make conferences of this type an annual event

Include intermediate and advanced students in the demonstrations
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Schedule films other than during regular conference sessions

Repeat conference sessions so as to eliminate the need to choose

Distribute a directory of participants (including job description)

Provide informal opportunities to meet other conference participants

Hold area conferences to provide greater dissemination

Include more special education teachers as consultants

Schedule more demonstration groups

Videotape conference sessions for subsequent distribution
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Josephine Ai
Music Teacher
St. Joseph's School for the Deaf
1000 Hutchinson River Parkway
Bronx, New York 10465

Barbara Aldi

Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Lynne Alexander
Music Specialist in Transitional
Adjustment Classes

William S. Moutt Elementary School
Hauppauge, New York 11787

Mrs. Sonda Alhadeff
Music Supervisor
Brentwood School - Special Education
Melody Lane
Brentwood, New York 11717

Rita Amodeo
Music Teacher
Brewster Middle School
Brewster, New York 10509

Sheila J. Anderson
Special Education Teacher
Gav Central School
21B Allen Drive
Saratoga, New York 12866

Don Andrejko

Special Education Teacher
Vestal Senior High School
Vestal, New York 13850

Mrs. Shirley Andrews

Elt=tentary Vocal Music Teacher

Scctia-Glenvire-Lincoln School
Albion Street
Scotia, New York 12021

Mrs. Janet Ashley

Institution Teacher I
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Judith Ashley
Music Teacher
Miller School
211 Square Street
Utica, New York 13501

Phyllis C. Bachman
Teacher . Educable MR, Intermediate
General Brown Central School
Dexter, New York 13615

Elizabeth B. Bailey
Director of Music
Royer Greaves School for the Blind
118 South Valley Road
Paoli, Pennsylvania 19031

Mrs. Blanche Baldwin
Speech - Music Teacher
Rochester School for the Deaf
1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York 14621

Walter E. Balfour
Elementary Principal
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School
Chatham, New York 12037

Gladys D. Ballman
Teacher of Trainables
Orange County BOCES
R.D. #2, Gibson Read
Goshen, New York 10924

Mrs. Geraldine B. Barnard
Elementary Music Teacher
Livonia Elementary School
Livonia, New York 14487

Anna Marie Barrett
Auditory Training Teacher
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
2253 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14214

Nora Barth
Music Teacher
School No. 32
Montclair Place
Yonkers, New Ybrk 10701
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Judith Ashley
Music Teacher
Miller School
211 Square Street
Utica, New York 13501

Phyllis C. Bachman
Teacher . Educable MR, Intermediate
General Brown Central School
Dexter, New York 13615

Elizabeth B. Bailey
Director of Music
Royer Greaves School for the Blind
118 South Valley Road
Paoli, Pennsylvania 19031

Mrs. Blanche Baldwin
Speech - Music Teacher
Rochester School for the Deaf
1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York 14621

Walter E. Balfour
Elementary Principal
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School
Chatham, New York 12037

Gladys D. Ballman
Teacher of Trainables
Orange County BOCES
R.D. #2, Gibson Road
Goshen, New York 10924

Mrs. Geraldine B. Barnard
Elementary Music Teacher
Livonia Elementary School
Livonia, New Ybrk 14487

Anna Marie Barrett
Auditory Training Teacher
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
2253 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14214

Nora Barth
Music Teacher
School No. 32
Montclair Place
Yonkers, New Ybrk 10701
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Carolyn Barton
Special Education Teacher
Wetbutuck Central School
Haight Road
Amenia, New York 12501

W. Harold Baugh
Acting Assistant Principal
P.S. 4th Avenue
39-25 Crescent Street
Long Island City, New York 11101

Sylvia Bevis
Institution Teacher I
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Mrs. Betty Bayles
Vocal Music Teacher
Harpursville Central School
Olmsted Elementary School

Harpursville, New Ybrk 13787

Stephen Becker
Teacher
P.S. 90
2840 West 12th Street
Brooklyn, New York 11222

Marianne Berel
Educational Therapist
United Cerebral Palsy of New York
1555 Linden Boulevard
Brooklyn, New York 11212

Daniel Bergen

Teacher of Orchestral Music
P.S. 25
Mt. Loretto, Staten Island, New York

Mrs. Roberta Berger
Special Education Teacher
Warren Harding School
332 Spencerport Road
Rochester, New York 14606

Mrs. Bebe Bernstein
Supervisor of School Districts 21-22
Board of Education - New York City
65 Court Street
Brooklyn, New York 11203
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Malcolm E. Bessom
Asst. Editor, MUsic Educators Journal
Music Educators National Conference
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Evelyn Beux
Faculty Chairman
Hope Town School
R.P.D. #2
Carmel, New York 10512

Diane Bielejec
Teacher
BOCES
Box 233
Yorkville, New York 13495

David Bienstock
Music Teacher
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, New York 10314

Phyllis Bishop
Music Teacher
Kernan School
York Street
Utica, New York 13501

Burton Liatt
Director, Division of Special Education
and Rehabilitation

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13216

Nancy K. Bond
Vocal Music Teacher Grades 7, 8, 9
Wellwood Junior High School
Manlius Roed
Fayetteville, New York 13066

Kathryn Bookbinder
School Psychologist
Delmar Elementary School
Delaware Avenue
Delmar, New York 120b4

Elizabeth Bottini
Head of Department - Preprimary
New York State School for the D
713 North Madison Street
Rome, New York 13440

Pat Bove
Teacher, Emotionally Disturbed
School No. 5
Lockwood Avenue
Yonkers, New York 10701

Samuel S. Bozzella
Supervisor of Music
Bethlehem Central School
700 Delaware Avenue
Delmar, New York 12054

George Bracy
Institution Education Director
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Melba Brewster
Teacher
5 Longacre Drive
P.O. Box 35
Huntington, New York 11743

Donald Brinton
Teacher of Music (Special Educa
BOCES #2
201 Sunrise Highway
Patchogue, New York 11772

Sue Brooke
Music Therapist
Eleanor Roosevelt Development S
356 Troy-Schenectady Road
Latham, New York 12110

Mrs. Marion Brooks
Teacher Aide, Special Education
Yorktown Presbyterian Church
Route 202, Crompond Road
Yorktown Heights, New York 105
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George Bracy
Institution Education Director
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Melba Brewster
Teacher
5 Longacre Drive
P.O. Box 35
Huntington, New York 11743

Donald Brinton
Teacher of Music (Special Education)
BOCES #2
201 Sunrise Highway
Patchogue, New York 11772

Sue Brooke
Music Therapist
Eleanor Roosevelt Development Services
356 Troy-Schenectady Road
Latham, New York 12110

Mrs. Marion Brooks
Teacher Aide, Special Education
Yorktown Presbyterian Church
Route 202, Crompond Road
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Anne deRamus Brown
Psychologist
c/o Sunnyview Hospital
1270 Belmont Avenue
Schenectady, New York 12309

Beverly Brown
Elementary Mhsic Teacher
Wayne Central School
Ontario Center, New York 14520

Jane Bryant
Occupational Therapist - Special
Education

Clover Patch School
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New York 12308

Dorothy Pike Buckley
Private Music Teacher, Teacher of
Blind Students

145 Harvard Street, Apt. 2
Rochester, New York 14607

Suellen S. Buckley
Vocal Music Instructor
Webutuck Central School
Haight Road
Amenia, New York 12501

Frances Burgoyne
Special Class Teacher - EMR
Wellwood Junior High School
Manlius Road
Fayetteville, New York 13066

Geraldine A. Busold
Teacher of 7th & 9th Grade Vocal Music

and General Music
Hackett Junior High School
Albany, New York 12202

Joan Butcher
Music Teacher, Special Education
Fox Meadow School
845 Fox Meadow Road
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598



Margaret Byrnes
Instructor in Music
College of Saint Rose
Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

Terry Callahan
Teacher - Special Education
Wilton State School
Wilton, New York 12866

Robert Campbell
Supervisor of Music
Schenectady City School District
108 Union Street
Schenectady, New York 12305

Margaret Campion
Institution Teacher - Special
Sunmount State School
TUpper Lake, New York 12986

Ann Marie Canavan
Teacher of Special Education
School #24 (O'Brien)
Albany, New York 12202

JaMee Capece

Administrator
McCleary School
7 Lindsay Street
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Ralph Cesaretti

Music Director and Teacher
Cerebral Palsy School
380 Washington Avenue
Roosevelt, New York 11575

Mrs. Gloria Chen
Music Therapist

Kings Park State Hospital Children's Unit
Building #22
Kings Park, New York 11754

Mrs. Christina S. Chichester
Special Education Teacher - Primary
Stamford Central school
Stamford, New l'rk 12167

John Choppa
Teacher of Mentally Retarded
34 Prospect Street
Glens Falls, New York 12801

George Clow
Instituti
Wassaic S
Wassaic,

Rita Chou Gerald Cohe
Roth Elementary School Director
Henrietta, New Ybrk 14467 East Gree

Red Mil
Ruth Christiansen Hampton M
Music Teacher Rensselae
250 Kent Avenue
Lindenhurst, New York 11757

George Christopher
President, NYSSMA
Port Washington Public School
P.O. Box 498
Port Washington, New York 11050

Beverly Cipperly
Training Center Instructor
Pinewood Center for the Retarded
Rensselaer County Chapter, Association

for Retarded Children
116 Pinewoods Avenue
Troy, New York 12180

Mrs. Rosemary Clarke
Elementary Vocal Music lrstructor
John Bermingham School
Oyster Bay, New Ybrk 11711

Florence ClearY
Teacher
Clearn School for the Blind
301 Smithtown Boulevard
Lake Ronkonkoma, New York 11779

James ClearY
Principal
Westmere Elementary School
Johnston Road
Albany, New York 12203

Elizabeth Closson
Assistant Librarian

New York State Library for the Blind
226 Elm Street

Albany, New York 12202
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Sidney Cohe
Teacher -
Childre

Kakiat J
Spring Va

Eleanora Col
Teacher IX
Rome Stat
Box 550
Rome, New

Marian Corb
Assistant
Guild for
6749 3d
Brooklyn,

Fred Cronin
Music Tea
Greer Sch
Hope Farm,

Mrs. Alice
Speech Te
Ulster Co
Retarde

1 Van Bur
Kingston

Kathy Crost
Student
Ulster Co
Retarde

1 Van Bur
Kingston,
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Henrietta, New York 14467

Ruth Christiansen
Music Teacher
250 Kent Avenue
Lindenhurst, New York 11757

George Christopher
President, NYSSMA
Port Washington Public School
P.O. Box 498
Port Washington, New York 11050

Beverly Cipperly
Training Center Instructor
Pinewood Center for the Retarded
Rensselaer County Chapter, Association
for Retarded Children

116 Pinewoods Avenue
Troy, New York 12180

Mrs. Rosemary Clarke
Elementary Vocal Music Instructor
John Bermingham School
Oyster Bay, New York 11711

Florence Cleary
Teacher
Clearn School for the Blind
301 Smithtown Boulevard
Lake Ronkonkoma, New York 11779

James Cleary
Principal
Westmere Elementary School
Johnston Road
Albany, New York 12203

Elizabeth Closson
Assistant Librarian

New York State Library for the Blind
226 Elm Street

Albany, New York 12202
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George Clowe
Institution Teacher II
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Gerald Cohen
Director of Music
East Greenbush Central School/or
Red Mill School

Hampton Manor
Rensselaer, New York 12144

Sidney Cohen
Teacher - Emotionally Handicapped

Children
Kakiat Junior High School
Spring Valley, New York 10977

Eleanora Collins
Teacher IV (Vocal Mbsic)
Rome State School
Box 550
Rome, New York 13440

Marian Corbett
Assistant to the Executive Director
Guild for Exceptional Children, Inc.
6749 3d Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11220

Fred Cronin
Music Teacher
Greer School
Hope Farm, New York 12532

Mrs. Alice Crost
Speech Teacher
Ulster County Association for

Retarded Children
1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York 12401

Kathy Crost
Student
Ulster County Association for

Retarded Children
1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York 12401



Richard Cruver
Instrumental Music Director
Shenendehowa Middle School
Elnora, New York 12065

Ellen Cunningham
Teacher I, Pre-Vocational
Craig State School
NYS Department of Mental Hygiene
Sonyea, New York 14556

Mrs. Annette Curtis
Vocal Music Teacher
Lansing School
James Street
Cohoes, New York 12047

Carol Curtis
Music Teacher
Conkling School
1115 Mohawk Street
Utica, New York 13501

Michael J. Cusano
Music Teacher (Instrumental)
Guilderland Central School
3489 Carman Road
Schenectady, New York 12303

Paul Daby
Principal
Colonie Village Elementary School
1653 Central Avenue
Albany, New York 12205

Lynette Dalland
Vocal Music Elementary Teacher
Oppenheim-Ephrata Central School
R.D.

St. Johnsville, New York 13452

Carol Davis

Elementary Music Teacher
Peru Central School
Peru, New York 12972

Richard M. DeCola
Bandmaster
Wassaic State School
Station A
Wassaic, New York 12592

Olga DeFillippo
Executive Director
Guild for Exceptional Children, Inc.
6749 3d Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11220

Camilla DeLeon
Faculty, Music Therapy Workshop
Turtle Bay Music School
244 East 52d Street
New York, New York 10022

Muriel DeRosa
Elementary Music Teacher
Menands, New York 12204

Anyce DeSantis
Teacher
504 Heron Road
Delmar, New York 12054

David DeSantis
Director of Special Education
BOCES
West Main Street Road
Malone, New York 12953

Angela M. DiMino
Education Superv..sor
West Seneca Sttce School
1200 West & East Road
West Seneca, New York 14224

Doris A. Dingman
Music Teacher (Elementary)
Carthage Elementary School
Fulton Street
Carthage, New York 13619

Marjorie DiRisio
Music Tearher
School fq..)

301 Seneca Avenue
Rochester, New York 14621

Frank Doberman
Psychologist
North Colonie Schools
Latham, New York 12110
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Olga DeFillippo
Executive Director
Guild for Exceptional Children, Inc.
6749 3d Avenue

Brooklyn, New York 11220

Camilla DeLeon
Faculty, Music Therapy Workshop
Turtle Bay Music School
244 East 52d Street
New York, New York 10022

Muriel DeRosa
Elementary Music Teacher
Menands, New York 12204

Anyce DeSantis
Teacher
504 Heron Road
Delmar, New York 12054

David DeSantis
Director of Special Education
BOCES
West Main Street Road
Malone, New York 12953

Angela M. DiMino
Education Supervisor
West Seneca State School
1200 West $ East Road
West Seneca, New York 14224

Doris A. Dingman
Music Teacher (Elementary)
Carthage Elementary School
Fulton Street
Carthage, New York 13619

Marjorie DiRisio
Music Teacher
School #S0
301 Seneca Avenue
Rochester, New York 14621

Frank Doberman
Psychologist
North Colonie Schools
Latham, New York 12110
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Dorothy D. Dodd
Director
St. Francis de Sales School for
the Deaf

Brooklyn, New York 11201

Mrs, Irma Donaloid
General Junior High Mhsic and Chorus
Sidney Central School
Corner Liberty and Pleasant
Sidney, New York 13838

Mrs. Dona Donoghue
Teacher
Ulster County Association for Retarded

Children
1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York 12401

Mrs. Raymond J. Drake
Elementary Music Consultant
Fifth Avenue School
Fifth Avenue
Bay Shore, New York 11706

Ruth DuBois
Teacher - Special Class
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
2253 Main Street
Buffalo, New Ybrk 14214

John Dupree
Recreation Worker Trainee II
Sampson State School
Willard, New York 14588

Donna Eastman
Teacher of Elementary Vbcal Music
George Washington School
Kingston, New York 12401

Eddy Clark
Vocal $ Instrumental Instructor

(Elementary)
Schalmont Central Schools
Duanesburg Road
Schenectady, New York 12306



Janice Egry
Special Education Class Teacher
Overlook School
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603

Lynn E. Eick
Teacher of Advanced Primary Special
69 Union Street
Batavia, New York 14020

William H. Elliott
Instructor of Vocal Music
BOCES
61 Parrott Road
West Nyack, New York 10994

Mrs. Mary M. Embree
Teacher of Special Education
George Washington School
Kingston, New York 12401

Henry A. Emmans
Instructor of Music
New York State School for the Blind
Richmond Avenue
Batavia, New York 14020

Catherine A. English
Acting Coordinator of Student Teaching
State University College
Potsdam, New York 13676

Gordon L. English
Vocal and General Music Teacher
Batavia Junior High School
Batavia, New York 14020

Mary E. English
Coordinator of Vocal Music Education
State University College
Potsdam, New York 13676

Karen Eustice
Administrator
Clover Patch School
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New York 12308

Dorothy Everhart
Department of Mental Hygiene
Newark State School
529 Church Street
Newark, New York 14513

Jere T. Farrah
Administrative Assistant
Hospital Audiences, Inc.
19 East 88th Street
New York, New York 10028

Mary A. Farrell
Vocal Music Teacher
DeWitt Clinton School
85 North Adam Street
Lockport, New York 14094

Florence Federice
Special Education Teacher
Latham Ridge Elementary School
Latham, New York 12110

Gertrude Fergerson
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Mrs. Muriel Finch
Special Elementary Class Teacher
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School
Chatham, New York 12037

Mary Finerty
Elementary Music Teacher
Carroll Hill School
Troy, New York 12180

Robert W. Fischer
Project Director, SEIMC
BOCES
61 Parrott Road
West Nyack, New York 10994

Vincent R. Fisher
Teacher of Special Education
Rondout Valley Middle School
Stone Ridge, New York 12484
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Dorctny Everhart
Department of Mental Hygiene
Newark State School
529 Church Street
Newark, New York 14513

Jere T. Farrah
Administrative Assistant
Hospital Audiences, Inc.
19 East 88th Street
New York, New York 10028

Mary A. Farrell
Vocal Music Teacher
Dehltt Clinton School
85 North Adam Street
Lockport, New York 14094

Florence Federica
Special Education Teacher
Latham Ridge Elementary School
Latham, New York 12110

Gertrude Fergerson
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Mrs. Muriel Finch
Spscial Elementary Class Teacher
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School
Chatham, New York 12037

Mary Finerty
Elementary Music Teacher
Carroll Hill School
Troy, New York 12180

Robert W. Fischer
Project Director, SEIMC
BDCES
61 Parrott Road
West Nyack, New York 10994

Vincent R. Fisher
Teacher of Special Education
Rondout Valley Middle School
Stone Ridge, New York 12484
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Philip Foote
MUsic Teacher
Sand Creek Junior High School
329 Sand Creek Road
Albany, New York 12205

Susan Forster
MUsic Teacher
Bloomfield Central School
East Bloomfield, New York 14443

Richard Fournier
Director of Instrumental Music
Windham-Ashland-Jewett Central School
Windham, New York 12196

Elizabeth G. Francis
Music Specialist
East Main Street School
Main Street
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Betty Ann Frank
Student
The King's College
Briarcliff, New York 10510

William G. Franks
Institution Teacher III
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Alleen rraser
Helping Teadher (Music)
Rochester City School District
80 West Main Street
Rodhester, New York 14614

Emily Fraser
Music Educator
Mynderse Intermediate School
Seneca Palls, New York 13148

George Freebern
Teacher - EMR
R.D. #2
Cazenovia, New York 13035



Mrs. Janet D. Fryling
Instructor of Music
New York State School for the Blind
Richmond Avenue
Batavia, New York 14C,20

Andree Fucci
Occupational Therapist
Wilton State School
Wilton, New York 12866

Gerard Gabrielli
Music Educator
Lavelle School for the Blind
221st Street and Paulding Avenue
Bronx, New York 10469

Mrs. Abe A. Gales
Director
Pinewoods Center for the Retarded
Rensselaer County Chapter, Association
for Retarded Children

116 Pinewoods Avenue
Troy, New York 12180

Adele E. Gerber
Music Educator
Visually Handicapped & CRMD
P.S. 102
211 72d Street
Brooklyn, New York 11209

Mary Gibbs
Music Teacher
Dundee Central School
Dundee, New York 14837

Lester Gill

Assistant for Planning & Research
Sycacuse City School District
409 West Cenesee Street
Syracuse, New York 13202

Stephen A. Gitto

Head of Instrumental Music Department
High School
Chatham, New York 12037

Nathan Gottschalk
Chairman, Music Department
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, New York 12203

Sylvia M. Grace
Assistant Director
Bureau for Speech Improvement
110 Livingston Street
New York, New York 11201

Doris Graf
Elementary Music Instructor
Wampsville Elementary School
Oneida, New York 13421

Hal Graham
Music Educator
IS 139, Alexander Burger Junior
High School

345 Brook Avenue
Bronx, New York 10454

John E. Grapka
Director of Music
New York State School for the Blind
Richmond Avenue
Batavia, New York 14020

R. Douglas Greer
Assistant Professor
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Helen Grossman
Director of Student Teaching
Hartt College
West Hartford, Conn. 06107

Ray Grossman
Chairman K-12
Roslyn Public School
Roslyn, New York 11576

Jean Grunstein
Special Education Teacher
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard

Staten Island, New York 10314
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Nathan Gottschalk

Chairman, MUsic Department
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, New York 12203

Sylvia M. Grace
Assistant Director
Bureau for Speech Improvement
110 Livingston Street
New York, New York 11201

Doris Graf

Elementary Music Instructor
Wampsville Elementary School
Oneida, New York 13421

Hal Graham
Music Educator
IS 139, Alexander Burger Junior
High School

345 Brook Avenue
Bronx, New York 10454

John E. Grapka
Director of Music
New York State School for the Blind
Rinhmond Avenue
Batavia, New York 14020

R. Douglas Greer
Assistant Professor
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Helen Grossman
Director of Student Teaching
Hartt College
West Hartford, Conn. 06107

Ray Grossman
Chairman K-12
Roslyn Public School
Roslyn, New York 11576

Jean Gruns
Special Education
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard

Staten Island, New York 10314
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Winifred Haberle
MUsic Teacher
Frazer School
741 Park Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13204

Norma Hagner
Elementary Vocal Teachers
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 17305

Cynthia Hall
Ichabod Crane Primary School
Kinderhook, New York 12106

Lila R. Hamilton
Vocal and General Music Teacher
Batavia Junior High School
Batavia, New York 14020

Mary Hannahs
Music Teacher
Vrooman, Buchanan, Florida Schools
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Alice Harter
Music Teacher
Washington School
1216 Oswego Street
Utica, New York 13501

Johanna Hartwig
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Ralph Hastings
Elementary Music Teacher
Harrison Elementary School
Malone, New York 12953

Don Hazlett
School Psychologist
43 Davidson Street
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Virginia Hewitt
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Joseph Henry Elementary School
Galway, New York 12074



Gloria Hill
Special Education Teacher
Clover Patch School
124 ROS2 Road
Schenectady, New York 12308

Irene M. Hill

Primary Educable Mentally Retarded Teacher
Rochester Cit/ School District
301 Seneca Avenue
Rochester, New York 14621

Shirley E. Hillman
Primary Class Special Teacher
Ravena Elementary School
Mountain Road
Ravena, New York 12158

Anne Hoffman

Teacher - Elementary Vocal Music
School #1, 3, 9
24 and 9th Avenue
Watervliet, New York 12189

Mary H. Holley
Music Specialist
Myers Corners School
Wappingers Falls, New York 12590

Eileen Holmes

Primary Educable Mentally Retarded
Elementary Middle School
Ticonderoga, New York 12883

Mrs. Marilyn Howser
Music Coordinator
Ulster County Association for the
Retarded Children

1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York 12401

Charles E. Hubbard
Music Department Chairman
230 Poppy Avenue
Franklin Square, New York 11010

Robert G. Hubbell
Director of Music EducaVfl
Rome Public Schools
Board of Education Building
Rome, New York 13440

Stacy Hughes
Chairman of Music
IS 139, Alexander Burger Junior
High School

345 Brook Avenue
Bronx, New York 10454

Mrs. Glc.ja Hushagen
Music Teacher
Lowville Academy and Central Scl
Lowville, New York 13367

Karen Hushagen
Senior Music Student
Syracuse University
School of Music
775 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13216

Robert Ianacone
Instrumental Music Teacher
West Seneca State School
1200 East and West Roc,d

West Seneca, New York 14224

Juliette Jackson
Music Specialist in Transitional
Adjustment Classes

Park Street, Box 963
fietauket, New York 11785

Mrs. Peggy Jacobs
Teacher II, Older Trainable Few
Craig State School
NYS Department of Mental Hygien(
Sonyea, New York 14556

Betty E. Jacobson
Suffolk Center for Emotionally
Disturbed Children

332 East Main Street
Bay Shore, Long Island, New Yorl.
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Robert G. Hubbell
Director of Music Education
Rome Public Schools
Board of Education Building

!308 Rome, New YOrk 13440

Stac:I Hughes
Retarded Teacher Chairman of Music

trict IS 139, Alexander Burger Junior
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Bronx, New York 10454

Mrs. Glenda Hushagen
Music Teacher
Lowville Academy and Central School
Lowville, New York 13367
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Karen Hushagen
Senior Music Student
Syracuse University
School of Music
775 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, New 7ork 13216

Robert Ianacone
Instrumental Music Teacher
West Seneca State School
1200 East and West Road
West Seneca, New York 1424

Juliette Jackson
Mtsic Specialist in Transitional

Adjustment Classes
Park Street, Box 963
Setauket, New York 11785

Mrs. Peggy Jacobs
Teacher II, Older Trainable Females
Craig State School
NYS Department of Mental Hygiene
Sonyea, New York 14556

Betty E. Jacobson
Suffolk Center for Emotionally

Disturbed Children
332 East Main Street
Bay Shore, Long :sland, New York 11706
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Mrs. Constance Johannsen
Education Supervisor
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, New York 10314

David W. Johnson
R.D. #1, Box 49
Rensselaer, New York 12144

J. Donna Johnson
Music Teacher
Green Meadow School
1588 Schuurman Road
Castleton, New York 12033

Jennifer Johnson
Teacher, Special Education - Elementary
14 and 4th Avenue
Watervliet, New York 12189

Pauline Johnson
Institution Teacher IV
Hillcrest Education Department
Station B
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601

:qcil E. Jones
Junior High Music
Sand Creek Junior High - South Colonie
Central Schools

Sand Creek Road
Albany, New York 12205

Mrs. E. Cassandra Jordan
Helping Teacher, Special Education
Rochester City School District
Special Education Laboratory School #5
Rochester, New York 14608

George M. Jurik
Director of Special Education
BOCES District #1
Lafayette, New York 13084

Louise Kan
Music Education, Grades 4-8, High
School Chorus

Germantown Central School
Germantown, New York 12526



Mrs. Rhoda H. Kane
Elementary Music Teacher
Long Acres School
Sarina Drive
Commack, New York 11725

Mrs. Ruth Kane
Pre-First Grade Teacher
Harpursville Central School
Harpursville, New York 13787

Susan Kane
Recreation Therapist
Letchworth Village State School
Thiells, New York 10984

Mizue Ketch
Student
Trenton State College
c/o Mr. H. L. Birum, jy.
Pleasant Valley
Titusville, New Jersey 08560

Cleo Kearney
Special Education Instructor
Wampsville Elementary School

Oneida, New York 13421

Walter A. Kelly
Director, Special Education
Archdiocese of New York
31 East 50th Street
New York, New York 10022

Anna E. Kite
Teacher, Special Education
Memorial Park
Waterville, New York 13480

Ann Kleiman
Student
Boston University
140 Bay State Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Marvin Klibinoff
Coordinator, Music Education 1(-6

Ramapo Central School District #2

Spring Valley, New York 10977

Marilyn Klock
PrImary Music Teacher
117 Gertrude Street
North Syracuse, New YOrk 13212

Eugene Klymyshyn
Music Educator
Lavelle School for the Blind

221st Street 4 Paulding Avenue

Bronx, New York 10469

Carolyn A. ktowles
Elementary Vocal Music Teacher
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School

Chatham, New York 12037

Judy Ann Koch
Pripary Elementary Music Teacher

Berne-Knox Cemral School
Berne, New York 12023

Carl T. Kokes
Director of Music
Plattsburgh City School District

Elizabeth Street
Plattsburgh, New York 12901

Sandy Kornberg
Student
Boston University
140 Bay State Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Ruth Kornegay
Chairman, Speech Program for Mentally

Retarded
New York City Board of Education

110 Livingston Street
New York, New York 11201

Audrey Kowles
Teacher, Special Education Trainable

Letchworth Village state School

Thiells, New York 10984

Mary Lou Kunz
Instrumental Music Teacher

Lansing School
James Street
Cohoes, New York 12047
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Marilyn Klock
primary Music Teacher
117 Gertrude Street
North Syracuse, New YOrk 13212

Eugene Klymyshyn
Music Educator
Lavelle School for the Blind
221st Street $ Paulding Avenue
Bronx, New York 10469

Carolyn A. Knowles
Elementary Vocal Music Teacher
Mary E. Dardess Elementary School
Chatham, New York 12037

Judy Ann Koch
Primary Elementary Music Teacher
Berne-Knox Central School
Berne, New York 12023

Carl T. Kokes
Director of Music
Plattsburgh City School District
Elizabeth Street
Plattsburgh, New York 12901

Sandy Kornberg
Student
Boston University
140 Bay State Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

Ruth Kornegay
Chairman, Speech Program for Mentally

Retarded
New York City Board of Education
110 Livingston Street
New York, New York 11201

Audrey Kowles
Teacher, Special Education Trainable
Letchworth Village State School

02215 Thiells, New York 10984
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Mary Lou Kunz
InstrumeLzal Music Teacher
Lansing School
James Street
Cohoes, New York 12047
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Daryl Kyle
Teacher
BOCES
Box 233
Yorkville, New York 13495

Albert Lambert
MUsic Teacher
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, New York 10314

Mrs. Louise Lambert
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Skano Elementary - Shenendehowa

Schools
Route 146
Elnora, New York 12065

Allan C. Langstaff
Co-Director of Music
High School
Amityville, New York 11701

Anthony Lapinft
Director of Music Department
Mynderse Academy
Troy Street
Seneca Falls, New York 13148

Gerald Large
Institution Education Supervisor
Kings Park State Hospital Children's
Unit

Building 22
Kings Park, New York 11754

Wanda Lathom
Professor of Music
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043

Martha P. Laverty
Vocal Music Director
Brookside School
Great Barrington, Massachusetts 01230



Suzanne E. LaVigne
Lecturer in MUsic
College of Saint Rose
432 Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

Patricia Lawrence
Student
Skidmore College
Filene Music Building
Sare.toga Springs, New YOrk 12866

Mrs. Lucille LeFeber
Elementary Music Teacher
Livonia Elementary School
Livonia, New York 14487

Mrs. Constance B. Leidy
Music Teacher
Laurel Plains School
Tenkwood Lane
New City, Now York 10956

Claire Leuci
Teacher
Suffolk Center for Emotionally
Disturbed Children

332 East Main Street
Bay Shore, New York 11706

Gail Levin
Music Specialist for Special Education
Public Schools of Philadelphia, Penn.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19100

Herbert Levin
Music Specialist for Special Education
Public Schools of Philadelphia, Penn.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 39100

Jack Levine
Supervisor of Education of Physically
Handicapped

Board of Education-City of New York
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Mrs. Joyce C. Levy
MUsic Educator
Lindenhurst Junior High School
350 South Wellwood Avenue
Lindenhurst, New Ybrk 11757

Eleanor Lewandowski
Music Educator
Clover Patch School
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New Ybrk 12308

Joy Lewis
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New Ybrk 12305

Joan Lilius
Elementary Music Teacher
Wayne Central School
Ontario Center, New York 14520

Beulah Link
Special Education Teacher
Peru Central School
Peru, New York 12972

Leona Lippie
Vocal Music Teacher
Middle School
Columbia Street
Cohoes, New York 12047

Judson Lockwood
School Psychologist
Board of Education
108 East Garden Street
Rome, New York 13440

Rosemarie Lohmann
Instructor, Special Education and Rhy'
New York State School for the Deaf
713 North Madison Street
Rome, New fork 13440

Mrs. Diane Loveless
Teacher - Primary, MUltihandicapped
BOCES
Ithaca, New York 14850
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Mrs. Joyce C. Levy
Music Educator
Lindenhurst Junior High School
350 South W411wood Avenue
Lindenhurst, New Yerk 11757

Eleanor Lewandowskq
MUsic Educator
Clover Patch School
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New Ybrk

Mrs, Joseph MacDonald
Vocal Music Teache,
Bear Road Elementary School
5590 Bear Road
North Syracuse, New lork 13212

Mary Maciuk
Primarr Special Education Teacher
Van Schaick School
150 Continental Avenue

12308 Cohoes, New YOrk 12047

'3y Lewis

Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Joan Lilius
Elementary Music Teacher
Wayne Central School
Ontario Center, New York

Beulah Link
Special Education Teacher
Peru Central School
Peru, New York 12972

Leona Lippie
Vocal Music Teacher
Middle School
Columbia Street
Cohoes, New York 12047

Judson Lockwood
School Psychologist
Board of Education
108 East Garden Street
Rome, New YOrk 13440

Mrs. Catherina Maddcn
Instructor, Education Supervisor
Mary E. Davidson School
Letchworth Villag,
Thiells, New York 10984

Dodie Maier
Psychologist

14520 State of NAw Yon( Department of
Mental E'llene, Eleanor Roosevelt
Developmental Services

c/o Sunnyview Hospital
1270 Relmont Avenue
Schenectady, New York 12309

Christine Maloney
Elementary MUsic Teacher
P.S. 10
3d street
Troy, New York 12180

Edward J. Mangiaracina
Music Teacher
CDC Syosset School
100 Maple Place
Syosset, New York 11791

Hannah Manshol
Supervising Teacher
New York School for the Deaf
555 Knollwood Road
White Plains, New York 10603

Rosemarie Lohmann

Instructor, Special Education and Rhythm
New York State School for the Deaf
713 North Madison Street
Roma, New York 13440

Mrs. Diane Loveless
Teacher - Primary, Multihandicapped
BOCES
Ithaca, New York 1485C
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Mrs. Ezella M. Marable
Teacher of Special Education
School #8
Kingston, New York 12401

Michael Mark
Supervisor of Music
Auburn Public Schools
Lake Avenue
Auburn, New York 13321

Doris Marsh
Special Education Aide
Mynderse Intermediate School

Seneca Falls, New York 33148

Ivan Martin
music Supervisor
Kings Park State Hospital Children's

Unit
Building 22
Kings Park, New York 11754

Paul Irvin Martin
Student
SUC at Potsdam
389 Van Housen Hall
Potsdam, New York 13676

Adrienne Mason
Teacher
Westmere School - Guilderland
Johnston Road
Albany, New York 12203

Mrs. Jean Mass
Director Children's Workshop
Turtle Bay Music School
244 East 52d Street
New York, New York 10022

John Massimiano
Supervisor of Special Education
Park Street School
Park Street
Peekskill, New York 10555

Nicholas R. Matarese
Chairman,Special Educ;

230 Poppy.Avenue
Franklin Square, New '

Betty Mathis
Music Teacher
Colonie Village Eieme
1653 Central Avenue
Albany, New York 122

Carol Matteson
Music Therapist
School of Special Edu
Crotched Mountain Reh
Greenfield, New Hamps

Susan Mayo
Special Teacher-Phys:
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New Yorl

Donna Mazzola
Music Assistant
Ulster County Assoct

Children
1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York

Theodore M. McCarty
President, American
3505 East Kilgore Rc
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Dorothy McClumpha
Special Education 'Ft

East Main Street Scl

East Main Street .

Amsterdam, New York

Mrs. Gail McGarvey
Music Educator
Mary E. Davidson Sc
Letchworth Village
Thiells, New York
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Nicholas R. Matarese
Chairman,Special Education Department
230 Poppy Avenue
Franklin Square, New York 11010

Betty Mathis
Music Teacher
Colonie Village Elementary School
1653 Central Avenue
Albany, New York 12205

Carol Matteson
MUsic Therapist
School of Special Education
Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center
Greenfield, New Hampshire 03047

Susan Mayo
Special Teacher-Physically Handicapped
124 Rosa Road
Schenectady, New York 12308

Donna Mazzola
Music Assistant
Ulster County Association for Retarded
Children

1 Van Buren Street
Kingston, New York 12401

Theodore M. McCarty
President, American Music Conference
3505 East Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49002

Dorothy McClumpha
Special Education Teacher
East Main Street School
East Main Street
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Mrs. Gail McGarvey
Music Educator
Mary E. Davidson School
Letchworth Village
Thiells, New York 10984
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Joan McGinn
Speeckiterapist
Hillcrest Education Department
Station B
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601

Peg McLennan
Music Professor
Potsdam State Teachers College
Potsdam, New York 13676

Judith McMullen
Instructor, Music Education
Filene Music Building
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866

Kathryn McPhilmy
Special Class Trainable Teacher
Lewis County BOCES
Glenfield, New York 13343

Mertis Meacham
Consultant on Services for Blind
Children

NYS Commission for Blind & Visually
Handicapped

15 Park Row
New York, New York. 10038

Kenneth Medema
Director of Music and Creative Art
Therapies

Essex County Hospital Center
Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009

Susan Meier
Special Class Teacher - Primary
Lincoln School
Albion Street
Scotia, New York 12302

Mrs. Marcia Meyer
Special Education Teacher
Willowbrook State School
2760 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, New York 10314



Dorothea Mikelson
Elementary Vocal and String Teacher
Guilderland Central School District -
Fort Hunter Elementary School

3489 Carman Road
Schenectady, New York 12303

Mrs. Edna Mae Miller
Institution Teacher III
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Otto Miller, Jr.
Director of Music Education
I.M.C. School
Guy Park Avenue
Amst:rdam, New York 1010

Mrs. Alice Milliman
Teacher III, Vocal Music
Craig State School
New York State Department of Mental
Hygiene

Sonyea, New York 14556

Robin Miner
Student
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850

Mario L. Minichini
Department Head, Elementary Music
West Nyack Elementary School
New City, New York 10965

Susan Minor
Music Therapist
Syracuse State School
800 South Wilbir Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13204

Mrs. Margaret Minotti
Assistant Professor
State University College
Research & Demon Station Center
Pierre Pon Avenue
Potsdam, Aew York 13676

Donna Mogavero
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New Ybrk 12305

Mrs. Helen Moody
Special Education Teacher
P.O. Box 592
Herkimer, New York 13350

R. Daniel Moony
Director of Music
30 Fair Street
Carmel, New York 10512

Mrs. Muriel K. Mooney
Instructor of Music
New York State School for the Blind
Richmond Avenue
Batavia, New Ybrk 14020

Mrs. Edward 0. Moore
BOCES
Kent Avenue
Lynbrook, Long Island, New York 11563

Robert J. Moore
Teacher of Elementary Vocal Music
H. L. Edson School
Kingston, New York 12401

Theoda Vera Moretti
Music Therapist & Director of Music
W. E. Fernald State School
Waverly, Massachusetts 48917

Carol E. Morgan
Teacher
Sagamore Children's tlenter
Box 755
Melville, New York 11746

Francis P. Muccigrosso
J%nior High School Music Department
525 Eagle Street
Dunkirk, New York 14048
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Mrs. Edwdrd 0. Moore
BOCES
Kent Avenue
Lynbrook, Long Island, New York 11563

Robert J. Moore
Teacher of Elementary Vocal Music
H. L. Edson School
Kingston, New York 12401

Theoda Vera Moretti
Music Therapist 8 Director of Music
W. E. Fernald State School
Waverly, Massachusetts 48917

Carol E. Morgan
Teacher
Sagamore Children's Center
Box 755
Melville, New York 11746

Francis P. Muccigrossc,

Junior High School Music Department
525 Eagle Street
Dunkirk, New York 14048
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Carol V. Munson
Vocal Music Teacher K-6, Special

Education Classes (2)
Overlook School
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603

Ma,' Mylecraine
Music Reference Librarian
Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped

U.S. Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20000

Flossie Narrow
Elementary Music Teacher
Davis School
Malone, New York 12953

Grace Nash
Music Specialist, Consultant and
Publisher

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251

Mrs. Bettie Nation
Music Teacher
Craven Crawford School
Buckley Road
Liverpool, New York 13088

Alice R. Naylor
:peech Therapist
St. Mary's (Central Mohawk Valley
C. P. Association) Hospital

Guy Park Avenue
Amsterdam, New York 12010

Betty Naylor
Elementary Music
Craig and Glencliff Elementary Schools
Balltown Road, Niskayuna
Schenectady, New York 12309

Sona Nocera
Crane Department of Music
State University College
Potsdam, New York 13676

Richard Noli
Senior High School Music Teacher
Shaker High School
Latham, New York 12110



Susan Oberkirch
Student
SUNY New Paltz
211 A Crispell Hall
New Paltz, New York 12561

George O'Brien
Teacher of the Mentally Handicapped
Toddville School
Locust Avenue
Peekskill, New York 10566

Mrs. Margaret O'Connell
Music Teacher, Special Education
Fox Meadow Scho. 1
845 Fox Meadow Ad

Yorktown Height,, 241(-. York 10598

Patricia Osborne.
Student
State University at Oneonta
Oneonta, New York 13820

Alvera J. Owen
Vocal Music Teacher
Frederick Street
Waverly, New York 14892

Mrs. Persis nwenS
Special Education Teacher
Lincoln Street School
Waverly, New York 14892

Robert Pace
Chairman, Department of Music Education
Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

Mary Anna Parish
Music Educator (Primary)
Ballston Spa Central Schools
Malta Avenue
Ballston Spa, New York 12020

Joseph R. Parker
Teacher
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Sylvia Parsley
Elementary Music Teachel
P.S. 18
Hoosick Street
Troy, New York 12180

Donna Pauldine
Letchworth Village State
Thiells, New York 1090,

Mrs. Don Paulson
Elementary Vocal Teache!
Special Education

Mohawk Elementary Schoo,
Scotia, New York 12302

Bernice Pechenik
Teacher, Special Class
Green Meadow School
1588 Schuurman Road
Castleton, New York 121

John Peightel
District Director of Mu
Shenendehowa Central Se
Elnora, New York 12065

Harvey Pessin
Special Education Teadh
Public Schools ok the T
200 North Broadviay
Tarrytown, New York 10

Alfred Phillips
Director of Pupil Persa
Fair Street
Carmel, New York 10512

Lorraine Phillips
Nurse
Longdale Road
Mahopac, New York 1054

Joseph J. Piazza
Music Instructor (Direc
U.F.S.D. #3
226 Linda Avenue
Hawthorne, New York 10
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Sylvia Parsley
Elementary Music Teacher
P.S. 18
Hoosick Street
Troy, New York 12180

Donna Pauldine
Letchworth Village State School
Thiells, New York 10904

Mrs. Don Paulson
Elementary Vocal Teacher Including
Special Education

Mohawk Elementary School
Scotia, New York 12302

Bernice Pechenik
Teacher, Special Class
Green Meadow School
1588 Schuurman Road
Castleton, New York 12033

John Peightel
District Director of Music Education
Shenendehowa Central School
Elnora, New York 12065

Harvey Pessin
Special Education Teacher
Public Schools or the Tarrytowns
200 North Broadiay
Tarrytown, New York 10591

Alfred Phillips
Director of Pupil Personnel Services
Fair Street
Carmel, New York 10512

Lorraine Phillips
Nurse
Longdale Road
Mahopac, New York 10541

Joseph J. Piazza
Music Instructor (Director)
U.F.S.D. #3
226 Linda Avenue
Hawthorne, New York 10532
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Ralph J. Piccola
Supervisor of Special Education
Hamilton.Fulton-Montgomery County BOOBS

P.O. Box 66$
Johnstown, New York 12095

Elizabeth Pieper
Housewife
A.D. #1
Ridge Road
Schenectady, New York 12302

Janet R. Pinney
32 Chestnut Street
Rhinebeck, New York 12572

Dorann Platel
Teacher
Albany-Schenectady-Schoharie BOCES
1580 Central Avenue
Albany, New York 12205

Mrs. Cynthia Poet
Elemmtary Music Teacher
Vestal Hills Elementary School
Vestal, New York 13850

Sam Poet
Vestal Hills Elementary School
Vestal, New York 13850

Stewart Pohlman
Co-Oirector of Mdsic
High School
236 Bagatelli Road
Melville, New York 11746

Elizabeth Polk
Dance Therapist
39-48 46th Street
Long Island City, New York 11104

Sally A. Pomeroy
Music Teadher
Percy Hughes School
345 Jamesville Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210



Elizabeth Poplawski
Recreation Therapist
Sampson State School
Willard, New York 14588

Anthony Provenzano
Vocal-Elementary Music Teacher
Hamilton-Fulton-Montgomery County BOCES
P.O. Box 665
Johnstown, New York 12095

Carla W. Ranta
Special Teacher-Intermediate Class BOCES
Westmere Elementary School
Johnston Road
Albany, New York 12203

Ann Ratner
Music Therapist
League School for Seriously Disturbed
Children

567 Kingston Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11203

Perry Rawlings
Music Educator
Staley Junior High Scho(N1
Rome, New York 13440

Dean Redick
Elementary Music Supervisor
Celoron School
Dunaham Avenue
Celoron, New York 14701

John L. Reilly
Teacher of Instrumental Music to

Emotionally Disturbed Children
250 Bryant Avenue
White Plains, New York 10605

Madelyn Reilly
Music Teacher
Snapp Elementary School
101 Doder Avenue
Endicott, New York 13760

William H. Rice
Music Teacher, Theorr General
Lansingburgh Schools
7th Avenue
North Troy, New York 12181

Joseph Riposo
Director of Music
Liverpool Central Schools
Tulip and Second Streets
Liverpool, New York 13088

Patricia Roberts
Music Therapist
Essex County Hospital Center
P.O. Box SOO
Cedar Grove, New Jersey 070(

John Robson
Elementary Vocal/General Musi
Elementary Schools No, 11
Yonkers, New York 10700

Charlene M. Rogers
Assistant Coordinator of Educ

Services
New York State Department of
Hygiene

44 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208

Joseph Rosen
Music Teacher - E.D.
Nassau BOCES
280 Duffy Avenue
Hicksville, New York 11801

Nadine Rumke
MUsic bducation
Germantown Central School
Germantown, New York 12526

Morton J. Russ
Music Teacher
Chappaqua P. S.
Chappaqua, New Work 10514



William H. Rice
Music Teacher, Theory General Music
Lansingburgh Schools
7th Avenue
North Troy, New York 12181

Joseph Riposo
Director of Music
Liverpool Central Schools
Tulip and Second Streets
Liverpool, New York 13088

Patricia Roberts
music Therapist
Essex County Hospital Center
P.O. Box 500
Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009

John Robson
Elementary Vocal/General MilSic Teacher
Elementary Schools No, 11 & 31
Yonkers, New York 10700

Charlene M. Rogers
Assistant Coordinator of Education

Services
New York State Department of Mental

Hygiene
44 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208

Joseph Rosen
Music Teacher - E.D.
Nassau BOCES
280 Duffy Avenue
Hicksville, New York 11801

Nadine Rumke
Music Education
Germantown Central School
Germantown, New York 12526

Morton J. Russ
Music Teacher
Chappaqua P. S.
Chappaqua, New York 10514
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Mrs. Jean Russak
Music Teacher
Rondout Valley Central Schools
Stone Ridge, New York 12484

Jane B. Rycheck
Director of Special Education
Schenectady City School District
Education Building
1t,8 Union Street
Schenectady, New York 12305

Mrs. Beverly Sacco
Music Teacher
Rochester School for the Deaf
1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York 14621

Mrs. Corraine Saggese
Teacher, Trainable Intermediate IV
Tomkins -Seneca -Tioga BOCES
555 Warren Road
Ithaca, New York 14850

Priscelle Salta
MUsic Teacher
Beechwood School
2850 North Jerusalem Road
Wantagh, New York 11793

Mrs. Anita K. Sammarco
Professor of Music
University of Arizona
School of Music
Tucson, Arizona 85719

Pamela Sang
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Schenectady Public Schools
Schenectady, New York 12305

Felix Sangenito
Music Teacher
Career Development Center
1 Haskett Drive
Syosset, New York 11791



Mrs. Anna Santianna
Teacher of Eurhythmics
New York School for the Deaf
555 Knollwood Road
White Plains, New York 10603

Nancy Sartore
Teacher, Emotionally Handicapped
BOCES - Saratoga
Henning Road
Saratoga, New York 12866

Virginia W. Schatz
Eurythmics and Speech
Western Pennsylvania School for the Deaf

300 West Swissvale Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15218

Steven A. SChikOwitz
Bandmaster
Wassaic State School
Station A
Wassaic, New York 12592

Judith F. Scripter
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Ticonderoga Central School
'Ticonderoga, New York 12883

Nancy Sedlock
Institution Teacher II
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Martha Seem
Student
Filene Muiic Building
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866

Aida E. Sequeria
Special Education Teacher
Graham School
421 East 5th Street
Mount Vernon, New York 10553

Constance Serras
Teacher of Educable MR
Yates School
Salina Street
Schenectady, New York 12305

'-o!

Mrs. Marian Settle
Vocal, Elementary Music Teacher
Canajoharie Elementary School
Canajoharie, New Ybrk 13317

Herbert Severtsen
Theory Instructor
Lighthouse Music School
111 East 59th Street
New York, New York 10022

Beth Shapiro
Vocal Music Teacher K-6
Willis Avenue School
Willis Avenue
Mineola, New York 11501

James Shaw
Elementary Mbsic Teacher
Fort Plain Elementary, School
Fnrt Plain, New Ybrk 13339

Nancy Shaw
Mbsic Teacher
420 East German Street
Herkimer, New Wrk 13350

Doris C. Simons
Elementary Vocal Teacher
15 Meadow Drive
Wappingers Falls, New York 12590

Sister Adrian Frances Ouddy
Special Education Teacher
School for the Disabled and Day Care
Center

Route 9 and Maxwell Road
Newtonville, New York 12211

Sister Anne Lawrence Clark
Director of Special Education
College of Saint Rose
Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

Ann Marie Krupski
Music Educator
St. Francis de Sales School

9 13th Street
Troy, New York 12180
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Mrs. Marian Settle
Vocal, Elementary Music Teacher
Canajoharie Elementary School
Canajoharie, New Ybrk 13317

Herbert Severtsen
Theory Instructor
Lighthouse Music School
111 East 59th Street
New York, New York 10022

Beth Shapiro
Vocal Music Teacher K-6
Willis Avenue School
Willis Avenue
Mineola, New Ybrk 11501

James Shaw
Elementary Music Teacher
Fort Plain Elementary School
Fort Plain, New York 13339

Nancy Shaw
Music Teacher
420 East German Street
Herkimer, New Ybrk 13350

Doris C. Simons
Elementary Vocal Teacher
15 Meadow Drive
Wappingers Falls, New York 12590

Sister Adrian Frances Duddy
Special Education Teacher
School for the Disabled and Day Care
Center

Route 9 and Maxwell Road
Newtonville, New York 12211

Sister Anne Lawrence Clark
Director of Special Education
College of Saint Rose
Western Avenue
Albany, New Ybrk 12203

Ann Marie Krupski
Music Educator
St. Francis de Sales School
9 13th Street
Troy, New York 12180
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Sister Catherine C. Greene
Music Coordinator
Convent of Mercy
634 New Scotland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208

Sister Eileen Barn'
Director of Center for Mentally
Retarded

Carondelet Educational Center
Watervliet Shaker Road
Latham, New York 12110

Sister Elease King
Special Class Educable Mentally
Retarded Teacher

141 East 28th Street
New.Ybrk, New York 10016

Sister Frances Mary Nicholson
Administrator
School for tive Disabled
Route 9 and Maxwell Road
Newtonville, New York 12211

Sister Helen Muhlbauer
Teacher
All Saints High Sthool
48 Whipple Street
Brooklyn, New York 11206

Sister Janet Dunne
Special Class Educable Mentally
Retarded Teacher

884 Targee Street
Staten Island, New York 10304

Sister Joan Turel
Music Teacher
141 East 28th Street
New York, New York 10016

Sister Laurentia Dolan
Music Teacher
Our Lady of Pompel Convynt
920 North McBride Street
Syracuse, New York 13208



Sister Margaret Rose DeLucia
Music Supervisor
St. Joseph's Provincial House
Latham, New York 12110

Sister Marie Agnes
St. Joseph School
North Fifth and Reed Streets
Olean, New York 14760

Sister Mary Ann Robertson
st. Francis de.Sales School for the Deaf
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Sister Mary Cleary
St. Francis de Sales School for the Deaf
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Sister Mary Elise Heick
Associate Professor of Music
College of Saint Rose
Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

Sister Mary Messer
Principal
St. Joseph School
North Fifth and Reed Streets
Olean, New York 14760

Sister Maura Costello
Teacher
Cleary School for the Deaf
301 Smithtown Boulevard
Lake Ronkonkoma, New York 11779

Sister Maureen Kortas
Associate Professor of Special Education
College of Saint Rose
Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

Sister Patricia Walsh
Music Director
Notre Dame School
25 Mayfair Road
New Hyde Park, New York 11040

.J.

Sister Rose Marie
St. Miry's School for the Deaf
Buffalo, New York 14240

Edward L. Smaldone, Jr.
Bandmaster
Newark State School
529 Church Street
Newark, New York 14513

Robert Souza
Instrumental Music Teacher
Monroe-Woodbury Junior High School
Route 32
Central Valley, New York 10917

Mrs. Marjorie S. Spencer
Vocal Music Teacher
Warren Harding School
332 Spencerport Road
Rochester, New York 14606

Ruth A. Spencer
Administrative Assistant
Hospital Audiences, Inc.
19 East 88th Street
New York, New York 10028

Ruth Spero
Director
Creative Arts Therapy Research Progra
Music

66th Street School
Niagara Falls, New York 14304

Loton Springstead
Part-time Director of Music Education
Rhinebeck Country School
Foxhollow Road
Rhinebeck, New York 12572

Brenda Steiner
Special Education Teacher
Mary E. Davidson School
Letchworth Village
Thiells, New York 10984
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Sister Rose Marie
St. Mary's School for the Deaf
Buffalo, New York 14240

Edward L. Smaldone, Jr.
Bandmaster
Newark State School
529 Church Street
Newark, New York 14513

Robert Souza
Instrumental Music Teacher
Monroe-Woodbury Junior High School
Route 32
Central Valley, New Ybrk 10917

Mrs. Marjorie S. Spencer
Vocal Music Teacher
Warren Harding School
332 Spencerport Road
Rochester, New York 14606

Ruth A. Spencer
Administrative Assistant
Hospital Audiences, Inc.
19 East 88th Street
New York, New York 10028

Ruth Spero
Director

Creative Arts Therapy Research Program -
Music

66th Street School
Niagara Falls, New York 14304

Loton Springstead
Part-time Director of Music Education
Rhinebeck Country School
Foxhollow Road
Rhinebeck, New York 12572

Brenda Steiner
Special Education Teacher
Mary E. Davidson School
Letchworth Village
Thiells, New York 10984
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Jean Stone
Elementarr Music Teacher
Tully Central School
State Street
Tully, New York 13159

Margaret Swalkhamer
Student
College of Saint Rose
400 Western Avenue
Alhaw, New York 12203

Ron Thomas
Special Education Teacher
Vestal Junior High School
Vestal, New York 13850

Craig Timberlake
Associate Professor, Music Education
Teachers College
ColuMbia University
New York, New York 10027

Thomas C. Timmons
Coordinator, Special Educat on
145 Palmer Road
Yonkers, New York 10701

Bonnie N. Tink
Teacher-Primary Class for Mentally

Retarded
Hartwell School
Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773

Vernita E. Tink
Teacher -BOCES-Brain Injured Class
Reformed School
Hooker Avenue
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601

Albert Torres
Supervisor of Music Education
145 Palmer Road
Yonkers, New York 10701

Retta Trautman
Music Teacher
Sagamore Children's Center
Box 755

Melville, New York 11746



Mario Truglio
Music Director-Special Services School

2850 North Jerusalem Road
Wantagh, New York 11793

Mrs. Mary Ellen Trumbull
Music Teacher
George Washington School
Lansing Road
Troy, New York 12182

Fred Tvrdik
Special Class Teacher
Colonie Village Elementary School
1653 Central Avenue
Albany, New York 12205

Marvin Uller
Music Teacher
Pomona Junior High School
Pomona, New York 10977

George H. Vail
Teacher of EMR Intermediate
Martha Lawrence Union Free School
Dutchess County BOCES
Spackenkill Road
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603

Murray Van Ness
Director of Music Education
Red Hook High School
Red Hook, New York 12571

Shirley Van Ness
Elementary Vocal Teacher
Mill Road Elementary School
Red Hook, New York 12571

Mrs. Madelaine Ventre
Music Therapist
Queens Children's Hospital
74-03 Commonwealth Boulevard
Bellerose, New York 11426

Beula Vincent
Assistant Director of Music
Curriculum Center
Leahy Avenue
Brentwood, New York 11717

Paul Vogt
Recreation Therapist
Wilton State School
Wilton, New York 12866

Martin Vrablic
Psychologist
Wilton State School
Wilton, New Ybrk 12866

Mrs. Milagros Walters
Music Teacher
St. James School
37 St. James Place
New York, New York 10038

John E. Ward
Choral Music Teacher
Rondout Valley Middle School
Stone Ridge, New Ybrk 12484

Mrs. Charlotte Warwick
Institution Teacher I
Wassaic State School
Wassaic, New York 12592

Norma M. Wasserman
Music Therapist
Bronx State Hospital
1500 Waters Place
Bronx, New York 10461

Richard Weber
Professor of Music
Trenton State College
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Robert Weiner
Lawrence Central School
Lawrence, New York 11559

Ellen Welch
Teacher-Aide
Pinewoods Center for the Retarded

Rensselaer County Chapter, Associ-
ation for Retarded Children

116 Pinewoods Avenue
Troy, New York 12180
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J. Robert Welsh
Music Specialist
Kitching Educational
SOS Shawmut
LGrange, Illinois 60525

Mary M. West
Elementary MUsic Teacher
Bennett School
Boiceville, New York 12412

Karen White
Recreation Therapist
Wilton State School
Wllton, New York 12866

Robert J. White
Teacher - Special Education Department
BOCES
9 Maple Street
Liberty, New York 12754

Joanne C. Wilke
Primary Music Teacher
Peru Central School
Peru, New York 12972

Mrs. Ruth Woodruff-
Elementary Music Teacher
Livonia Elementary School
Livonia, New York 14487

Kenneth Wright
Teacher
The Woods School
Langhorne, Pennsylvania 19047

Marilyn York
Music Teacher
Castile Elementary School
Castile, New York 14427

Mrs. Doris Zelie

Elementary Vocal Teacher
Warring School
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601

Leonard G. Zwick, Principal
Rochester School for the Deaf
1545 St. Paul Street
Rochester, New York 14621
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